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FIGURES WORKING IN TOY AND GAME DESIGN TODAY
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Tuesday, April 10th 2018 | 10am-12:45pm | B1, London

JOIN US IN APRIL...
CONNECTING THE WORLDS OF PLAY
Both toy titans and some of the industry’s most exciting new start-ups are
embracing the opportunities that developments in virtual reality, robotics and
artiﬁcial intelligence can bring to the sector. The Play Innovation Summit will
highlight how emerging technology is set to shape the toys and games of the
future, and reveal how it’s already changing the ways in which kids
(and big kids) play.

“The worlds of toys, games, play and fun have
fed off and inspired innovations in technology
for many years now, but it’s about time someone
delved into this topic in-depth. We’re looking
forward to having Mojo Nation host an exciting
summit on this during London Games Festival.”
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JOIN US IN SEPTEMBER...
Emirates Stadium, London

10TH SEPTEMBER 2018

See page 10 for more details

11TH SEPTEMBER 2018

See page 17 for more details

New ideas and fresh talent are the lifeblood of the industry. This event brings together some of
the brightest design talent to share ideas, give advice and help toy and games ﬁrms of all sizes
and specialities uncover their next hit product. Whether a toy design stalwart, a product design
student or a toy/game industry outsider looking for a route in, the Play Creators Festival is here to
champion the industry’s creative backbone and ensure the greatest play ideas don’t just stay ideas.

For more information visit

www.playcreatorsfestival.com
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www.mojo-nation.com
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“Within the 100, you’ll ﬁnd inventor-relations gurus,
crowdfunding specialists, tabletop titans, tech innovators
and designers responsible for some of the biggest hits of
the last 12 months, all nominated by their peers.”
Launching Mojo Nation back in April 2017, we had three key aims: to
celebrate excellence in toy and game design, expand opportunities for
inventors and help usher new blood into the industry. We think this ﬁrst-ever
Mojo Nation 100 listing does all three.
Toy and game designers are among the most passionate, friendly, creative
people you’re likely to meet, and seem to grasp more than anyone else that
fun forms the foundations of the industry. To some extent, it feels as if one
could never do enough to shout about the wonderful work they do, but we
hope to make a good ﬁst of it not only through initiatives like this book, but also via
events like our Play Innovation Summit in April and our Play Creators Festival, a two-day
celebration of toy and game design taking place in London this September. Do drop
me a line if either sounds like something you’d like to attend, or indeed speak at.
But back to the list... A huge congratulations to everyone who made the ﬁnal 100.
There are designers from across the globe, specialising in all areas of toy and game
design. You’ll ﬁnd inventor-relations gurus, crowdfunding specialists, tabletop titans,
tech innovators, and creative types responsible for some of the biggest hits of the last
12 months, all nominated by their peers. The Rising Stars category in particular proves
an exciting showcase of talent, and shows that the industry is in exceptionally creative
hands moving forward.
I should point out, though, that what you hold before you isn’t just a list of the
brightest sparks in toy and game design. Oh, no... Before you get there, you’ve got 41
pages of interesting stuff to sink your teeth into, including Richard Heayes’ musing on
tech toys, Seven Towns’ look at 50 years of design and even a fascinating discussion
around whether the world of toy and game design has a gender problem.
A huge thank you to our sponsors – Wynne-Jones IP, Norton PR, Alpha Toys, Ooba
Toys and KidsKnowBest – all of whom fully support the cause to promote the industry’s
creative backbone. I’d also like to thank everyone who made a nomination, and our
panel of judges who helped whittle the long-list down to the ﬁnal 100.
Anyway, that’s quite enough from me. Another big congrats to all who made the
listing and I do hope you enjoy reading through our inaugural Mojo Nation 100.
Billy Langsworthy,
Co-Founder,
Mojo Nation
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“In these unprecedented times, the British Toy & Hobby
Association sees attracting talent, innovation and invention
to the sector as of vital importance to ensure that the
industry remains competitive.”
Design and creativity is the lifeblood of the UK toy industry. Each year around
60,000 brand new product lines are introduced onto the market to ensure
toys remain exciting and entertaining for children to enjoy playing with. This
continuous innovation has helped to keep the UK toy industry competitive;
the largest in Europe and fourth largest toy sector in the world.
In such a fast-paced, fashion-driven industry, toy companies are always
looking ahead, and there is an endless list of iconic creations coming from
our sector. This couldn’t be achieved without the talented inventors and
designers, from a very strong toy design community - helping to ensure companies
stay ahead of the game. The BTHA congratulates everyone who made it onto the Mojo
Nation 100 list.
Attracting the best creative talent into the industry is key for our sector. Since 2010,
the British Toy & Hobby Association (BTHA) has hosted an annual student design
seminar at Toy Fair to introduce students from British universities to the toy sector and
encourage new talent to consider the toy industry as a destination career.
Toy Fair is a fantastic backdrop in which to do this, with hundreds of exhibitors and
thousands of innovative products all under one roof, key to inspiring the next
generation of toy makers.
At the BTHA, the importance of play for child development is core to our work. Toys
are the tools of play, helping children learn key skills from co-ordination and spatial
awareness, to communication and social skills. Exciting and innovative toys can foster
children’s creativity in a playful environment, helping them to explore new things and
learn about themselves.
In these unprecedented times, the BTHA sees attracting talent, innovation and
invention to the sector as of vital importance to ensure that the industry remains
competitive. Mojo Nation plays an increasing role in nurturing that talent and the
BTHA is happy to be able to support Mojo Nation, the Mojo 100 and the hundreds
of inventors and designers that contribute to the inventive, innovative and exciting
toy industry.
Natasha Crookes,
Director of Communications & Public Affairs,
The British Toy & Hobby Association
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CRITICAL INSIGHTS:
• Industry growth drivers
• Category and entertainment trends
• Tech/integrated play
• Global toy market reviews

KEYNOTE

#PlayForward

Oscar®, Golden Globe®, and
GRAMMY® Award-winning composer
Michael Giacchino

CONFIRMED SPEAKERS INCLUDE
Armida Ascano
Trend Hunter

Ted Curtin
ProdigyWorks

Dale Dougherty
Maker Media

Matthew Hudak
Euromonitor International

Tim Kilpin
Activision/Blizzard

Courtney Scharf
Trend Hunter

Frédérique Tutt
The NPD Group

Denise Chapman Weston
Playologist

REGISTER NOW!
www.toyassociation.org/playcon
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“Whether they are just starting out, freelancing, or have
been creating toys at the world’s leading toy companies
for decades, these individuals are the lifeblood of our great
toy community.”
Built on a foundation of innovation and creativity, the toy industry depends
upon the vision, perseverance, and drive of inventors and designers to bring
toys and games from idea to fruition. These new ideas are the backbone of
the toy industry – and the need for innovative product is constant. As a
long-time advocate and champion for toy inventors and designers around
the world, The Toy Association is committed to supporting emerging and
veteran inventors in a variety of ways.
At our North American International Toy Fair – the largest toy
marketplace in the Western hemisphere – an entire section of the show ﬂoor, called
the “Launch Pad,” is reserved exclusively for up-and-coming companies that are
exhibiting for the ﬁrst time. That area of the show is known throughout the industry as
fertile ground for spotting the latest innovations in toys and games from talented
inventors and entrepreneurs.
During the show, “Creative Factor” programming provides free, drop-in sessions that
are relevant to the inventor community. These sessions feature presentations from
thought leaders who share their knowledge about product management,
manufacturing sourcing, intellectual property protection, and more.
Outside of Toy Fair, The Toy Association has a rich history of celebrating industry
innovation and talent through its prestigious Toy of the Year Awards and its Toy
Industry Hall of Fame. These esteemed programmes honour skill-building and creative
toys – and the iconic people who bring them to life for millions of kids the world over.
We believe it is essential to support, celebrate, and promote the inventor community,
and congratulate Mojo Nation for its work in bolstering opportunities for inventors.
The global toy industry is both challenging and fast-paced, while toys are trenddriven, which means inventors are constantly on the lookout for development insights
and emerging technologies that will provide kids with safe and fun toys and games.
Whether they are just starting out, freelancing, or have been creating toys at leading
toy companies for decades, these individuals are the lifeblood of our great toy
community, and their creativity is the inspiration for tomorrow’s best-loved playthings.
Steve Pasierb,
President & CEO,
The Toy Association.
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JOIN US IN SEPTEMBER...

Monday, September 10th 2018 | 10am-4pm | Emirates, London
The Toy and Game Design Conference 2018, taking place within the inaugural
Play Creators Festival, is a day set to inspire, enlighten and wow the industry’s
creative backbone. With a line-up of exciting speakers from across toys, games,
tech and the wider worlds of design, our conference will unite the global toy and
game inventor community and leave your creative juices ﬂowing.

For more information visit

www.toyandgamedesignconference.com

Brought to you by

www.mojo-nation.com
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“The toy industry is brimming with creativity, ever-evolving
innovation and even re-invention, and this is why we believe
protecting your assets for today, and also for your future, is
so important.”
As an attorney who specialises in IP, and most speciﬁcally trade marks, it
continually puzzles me (no pun intended!) that so many entrepreneurs,
creatives and even brand owners fail to understand how important it is to
protect their ‘intellectual property’. After all, we know how important it is to
protect our homes with buildings and contents insurance, but we often don’t
think the same about protecting our innovations.
Wynne-Jones IP is no ordinary law ﬁrm. We don’t do legal jargon and we
champion innovation, working alongside businesses both small and large;
which is why we are delighted to be sponsoring the ﬁrst Mojo Nation 100. The toy industry
is brimming with creativity, ever-evolving innovation and even re-invention, which is why
we believe protecting your assets for today, and for your future, is so important.
What’s the point in having a great idea if somebody’s going to take it, create a fake and
take away your hard-earned proﬁt; leaving you ﬁghting for your credibility and rights?
We’re looking forward to working with Mojo Nation throughout 2018 and building our
own brand awareness amongst the toy industry, supporting those new to the sector as well
as engaging with industry leaders who have challenging times ahead with the changes in
IP law that will come into play over the next 18 months due to the UK’s exit from the EU.
Well done to all those who’ve made it into the Mojo Nation 100; here’s our top ﬁve
tips to IP success for 2018:
1. Ensure you have an IP strategy in place, regardless of the size of your business; this
spans design, patents and trademarks as well as infringement, litigation and prosecution.
2. Partner with an IP ﬁrm you trust and that gives you a service which works for you.
3. For inventors and entrepreneurs: get your IP protection in place at the beginning,
and don’t make it an afterthought; industry moves at a fast pace and you cannot
protect a design, product or brand once it’s already out there.
4. For established businesses: get your Brexit strategy in place. If you have multiterritory contracts these will need re-writing. If your in-house counsel needs Brexit
support, look for ﬁrms, such as Wynne-Jones, which have pan-European expertise
5. Check that your IP is all up to date. Trademarks and patents do have ‘end’ dates, and
managing renewals in a timely fashion is key to ongoing IP strategy and success.
Victor Caddy,
Partner,
Wynne-Jones IP
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The 100: Breakdown
Our inaugural Mojo Nation 100 boasts designers from across the globe,
spanning toys ﬁrms, tabletop titans and some of the most exciting tech startups around. Mojo Nation’s Billy Langsworthy looks at some of the stats behind it
GENDER
If we take a look at the list territory wise, it may be
no suprise that the UK and US lead the way.
Company-wise, Spin Master has the most entries
in the 100 with six, followed by Hasbro and Mattel.
A notable omission is LEGO, something I don’t
think is reﬂective of a lack of design quality at the
Danish powerhouse, but more a result of the
uncertainty from voters around how designers
may be affected by the ﬁrm’s announcement last
year that it’s cutting 8% of its global workforce
following a decline in the ﬁrst half of 2017.
Gender-wise, women make up close to a quarter
of the list, and some industry ﬁgures we’ve spoken
to were suprised that the ﬁgure is even that high.
Over the page, we asked designers whether they
think the industry, like many others, has a gender
problem.

76 Men

24 Women

COMPANIES REPRESENTED IN THE MOJO NATION 100
Alley Cat Games
Alpha
Asmodee
Bananagrams
Bang Zoom Design
Big Ideas
Big Potato
Bladez Toyz
Blue Square Innovations
Brain Games
Braincrack Games
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Carterbench
Character Options
ChiTAG
Chris Catton Design
Creating Unique Toys
Creativity Hub
DesignbyTouch
Dynamo PR
Extraordinary Facility
Fundamentally Children
Hasbro

Heayes Design/PlayLenz
Interplay
Jazwares
Kano
Kickstarter
KID Group
MAP
Mattel
Modiphius
North Star Games
Oink Games

MOJO NATION 100

UK: 50
France: 3
Canada: 7

Denmark: 1
Portugal: 1

Japan: 2

US: 32
Latvia: 1
Germany: 1

Australia: 2

Open 2 Design
Paizo
Playtime PR
Primo Toys
Reach Robotics
Restoration Games
Sensible Object
Seven Towns
Shenanigans Toys and Games
Shoot the Moon
Shut Up and Sit Down

Sound Machine Invention & Design
Spin Master
Stonemaier Games
Stuff by Bez
Sweet Spot Studio
The Affable Design Company
The Fantastic Factory
The Marketing Store
ThinkFun
Tomy
Toy Vision

Tricky
Triclops
UK Games Expo
Vivid Imaginations
Women in Toys
Worlds Apart
WowWee
YARD
Yay Games
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Gender

Agenda?
While a quarter of the Mojo Nation 100
is made up of women, only a ﬁfth of all
nominations we received were. A ripple
effect of a male dominated industry or a
result of the way product design is taught?
We asked several key ﬁgures in the world of
design for their thoughts on the issue, and
whether this gender ratio reﬂected their
own experiences in toy design
“Our company and team believe that
diversity is a critical key to unlocking
innovation. We are striving to
incorporate more diversity overall this includes more female designers
and external innovators. We invite the
creative community to work together
with us to continue to make that happen! At Hasbro,
our Global Product Acquisition team, by design, is more
diverse today than ever before. As a global company
serving all markets, audiences, fans and families around
the world, different perspectives are a key element in a
successful innovation strategy. We believe that diversity
of thought is not only the right thing to do, but leads us
to the most exciting creative solutions.”
Gina Melone,
VP, Invention Lab, Hasbro
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“At Worlds Apart, we currently have more women than
men in our product design team and in the years I
have been here, the team has always been pretty
evenly split. We do see a slight bias in the more
engineering and CAD type roles, which tend to have
more men, but I don’t think this is anything to do with
industry or education. Our society has only been
driving gender equality for a few generations and I
think it takes a while for this to impact on the
aspirations of our children and the jobs they grow up
to do, before education or opportunity even get to
play a part. What is great is that change is happening
which beneﬁts our products, our industry and the
product designers of the future who are playing with
our toys right now as kids.”
James Austin-Smith,
R&D Concept Manager,
Worlds Apart

“It is interesting that there are so few
women in design roles in the toy industry.
I’m wondering if it is a reﬂection of the
degree course. I studied Industrial Design
(back in the Eighties!), and was the only girl
in three years of my course. They have since
changed the name of the course in Manchester
to ‘Product Design’, which I think has attracted more
female designers as it feels there is less emphasis on
the engineering aspect. My observation currently is
that there seem to be more women in marketing
roles in the toy industry and very few female toy
inventors – I wish there were more!”
Suzanne Robinson,
Director, Carterbench

“I’ve witnessed a different breed of entrepreneurial
male and female co-ops/interns entering our business
- fast learners, smashing every expectation, delivering
innovative thinking and making a signiﬁcant
difference. It’s exciting to think what this pool of
talent, their outlook and determination can bring to
our industry. At school, they are blending business,
innovation and design, naturally giving them a
different perspective. Those who haven’t stayed with
us, have leaped into successful start-ups, or seeded
themselves in multi-billion dollar global corporations.
The future of our industry is accelerating through
youth, diversity and equality, respecting
history and experiences. As long as
universities offer the right choices,
encourage bold thinking and
embrace consumer insights,
the future of play will
certainly deliver.”
Phil Sage
Senior Director, Design &
Development, iPlay, Hasbro

MOJO NATION 100

“I believe this current imbalance is a hangover
from the past, but the good news is that a
shift is in motion. We at WIT are creating more
opportunities for female inventors by giving
them exclusive access to leading companies,
inventor relations executives, and key decision makers.
Through our Scholarship Program, we’re ﬁnding that
more female students are choosing to study
engineering than ever before. This coupled with more
companies investing in, and focused on diversity and
inclusion should allow more female inventors to rise
to the top. It may take a little time to feel the change,
but it is coming!”
Ashley Mady,
President of Women In
Toys, Licensing and
Entertainment
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“It’s an interesting observation…and true! I guess I had to adjust from
the beginning to the fact that the toy and game industry is very male
heavy. Luckily, I was brought up by my father (as mom moved out
early on) in such a “you can do anything” way, and am very grateful
for his support. Personally, I have always had many male friends, so I
am very comfortable in male company. It can be intimidating if you
enter a room for a meeting and there are six men sitting around a
table! But I ﬁnd humour a really good ice-breaker! Saying that,
Bananagrams is 2/3’s female heavy - by serendipity, I promise! We
just try to get the right person for the right job.”
Rena Nathanson,
Top Banana, Bananagrams

“I’m quite surprised that a ﬁfth of the nominations you’ve received of inﬂuential ﬁgures
in the toy and game design industry are women. That number seems about 75% higher
than I would have guessed. For starters, take a look at the home page of Mojo Nation.
Count how many stories have men as their topics or at the center of the article. Then
count how many are about women. I count nine stories/headlines about named men,
and one about a couple. That’s 10 to one, with the one woman represented as a
partner to a man. This is very typical of most industries – they are led by men,
dominated by men, controlled by men, news is aimed at men about men, accolades go
mostly to men, most and best opportunities are given to men ﬁrst by men, and the
cycle perpetuates. I don’t know if you’re following what’s going on in the news today,
but there is an enormous backlash of women trying (as they have for millennia) to
break the male power complex, and it ain’t pretty. And men aren’t happy about it. It’s
funny to me that men are bewildered about why more women aren’t involved in such things. Ridiculous,
actually. A recent article in The New York Times, ‘From Ancient Myths to Modern Day, Women and the Struggle
for Power’, is a good place to start (and ﬁnish) on your search for potential reasons more men go into toy and
game design than women. It’s the same reason there are far less women in practically all ﬁelds of inﬂuence
globally. To look for other reasons, like women don’t like to design things, or they’re no good at it, or they
would rather be housekeepers, is just plain absurd.”
Peggy Brown,
Owner, Peggy Brown Creative Consulting
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The Mojo Pitch puts you in front of the global design community. You
provide us with a brief, outlining desired categories/concepts, and
then delegates pitch their toy ideas and board games to you within
your own private pitching booth at London’s Emirates Stadium.

For more information visit

www.mojo-pitch.com
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“Experiences that either enable
a child’s imagination or promote
a socially shared experience will
always underpin our success.”

50 YEARS

OF INVENTING
Steve Perrin, Senior VP and Production at design agency Seven Towns, gives us
his perspective on the ever changing landscape of the toy and game industry.
Seven Towns have been inventing toys and games for over 50
years. In that period, the toy industry has changed dramatically
and evolved to encompass ever-changing new technologies
and entertainment platforms.
Yet some of the biggest and most established brands still
dominate the market. These require continual invention and
innovation to keep the toy companies’ offerings fresh and
competitive. Perennial products that have stood the test of
time demonstrate how simple core play patterns endure, and
how children only change incrementally from one generation
to the next.
An interesting development has been the changing number of
companies that make up the mass market. 30 years ago, there were
many more companies that solely traded domestically - few had
global reach. Many of these independent companies now reside
within the portfolios of larger companies through acquisition.
However, the last 20 years has seen an emergence of
dynamic disruptive start-up toy companies developing
into international organisations. Spin Master, MGA
and Moose have proven there is potential to make it
big by supplementing their own in-house inventive
skills with close external inventor partnerships.
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The toy industry has always been driven by change; a result
of the constant demand for the latest new toys and games.
However, one factor that has had a seismic and irreversible
effect is the dominance of third party licensing. For better or
worse, brands are now a signiﬁcant proportion of what
underpins the big toy companies’ bottom line every year.
As the modern mass-market toy industry has developed,
there are products that have become perennial and those that
have come and gone; just as ﬁdget spinners are the new yo-yo
and Loom Bands were the new Badge It.
There are those that punctuate history, disrupt the status
quo but leave a lasting impact. Seven Towns was responsible
for bringing the Rubik’s Cube to market, which perhaps was all
three: a craze, a trend and everlasting. It now forms an entire
brand with a global impact.
Change in the industry is still being driven by inventors. We
ﬁnd the desire of toy companies to work ever closer with us is
unabated. Technology will always have its impact, as will
character licences, but we ﬁnd it’s still all about engagement
in core play; experiences that either enable a child’s
imagination or promote a socially shared experience. This
will always underpin our long-term success.

MOJO NATION 100

“The sheer busyness of brainstorming often creates the illusion
of productivity when really it’s all gong and no dinner. Studies
show its much more effective to ask individuals to come up with
a number of ideas outside of a group environment.”

STOP CREATIVITY
DEAD IN ITS TRACKS
Do you think of creativity as an art or a science? While I’ve
always seen it as more the latter, there are certainly some
conditions under which even the most habitually creative
person may ﬂounder. Here are three of the most common
ways in which companies and individuals unwittingly stop
creativity dead in its tracks – and what to do instead...
Bad Brainstorming
Of all the counterproductive ways to
encourage ideation, this may very well be
the most widespread. Consider this: if
you have a lot of people who aren’t
particularly conﬁdent playing their
own musical instruments, how much
better do you think they’ll sound if you
shove them all in one room and say,
“Do your best!”? Unfortunately, the
sheer busyness of brainstorming often
creates the illusion of productivity when
really it’s all gong and no dinner. Indeed,
studies show it’s much more effective to ask
individuals to come up with a number of ideas
outside of a group environment.
Lack of Clarity
Think of the creative part of your mind as being like a
computer – and remember the old programming adage:
“Rubbish in, rubbish out!” It often seems that people give

Creative consultant, Deej
Johnson, looks at how ﬁrms
unwittingly hinder creativity,
and what to do instead

ill-deﬁned goals or problem outlines in the mistaken belief
that being vague serves as a launch pad for ‘blue-sky thinking’.
It doesn’t. It’s far better to identify a clear goal, and distinguish
between an interest – what you want to achieve – and
positions: the numerous ways in which you might achieve it.
Stopping at “I Don’t Know!”
There seem to be two completely different
attitudes waiting to greet three words that
are enormously common in creativity: “I
don’t know”... The ﬁrst is the happy child
of curiosity: people truly want to know
more! Here, saying “I don’t know” only
ﬁnds a sea of possibilities, never the
end of a notion.
The second, however, is often
motivated by ego or insecurity, and
signals an idea’s imminent death like a
tolling bell. Bizarrely, the questioner’s
manner usually telegraphs this: they appear
to relish someone not knowing as if they’ll win
a cash prize for scuppering each new idea.
Happily, you can handle both situations in exactly the
same way. Simply acknowledge that the question is valid, and
matter-of-factly say that you don’t know the answer – but
immediately add, “...we should ﬁnd out.” Handled with
integrity and respect, your not knowing everything about an
idea needn’t be its downfall.
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GETTING
YOUR CUT OF
THE NATION’S
POCKET MONEY
Fundamentally Children’s Dr. Amanda Gummer
shares some tips as to how new toy designers can
give their concepts the best chance of success

MOJO NATION 100

122 High Street, Kimpton, Herts, SG4 8QP
+44 (0) 1438 831 204 | Web: www.fundamentallychildren.com

“It’s tempting, but spending all your money on a
prototype and leaving nothing for marketing is a
sureﬁre way to ensure your product never sees the
neon lights of the shop ﬂoor.”
Make sure all costs can be covered and have a contingency
You’ve had the most brilliant idea for a toy. You’ve found
budget to account for unexpected costs too.
investment, a team of people behind you to cover all the
necessary bases, a factory working on the ﬁrst run, a price that
will work for both retail and you, and the ship is set to dock in a Do some thorough competitor analysis. You obviously want
to make sure your idea is original and isn’t already on the
matter of months. It’s all sorted, right? Wrong.
shelves of The Entertainer, but you also need to check a similar
At Fundamentally Children, we’re huge advocates of new
product hasn’t previously failed. And that the category isn’t
inventors and fresh companies entering the toy market, and of
already overcrowded. Someone with a broad
new lines emerging from smaller ﬁrms. We love seeing
knowledge of the sector is a huge beneﬁt here. If
fresh ideas, original thinking and great products
you can gauge interest from retailers at previews at
hitting the shelves.
n
i
t
this
stage too, all the better. Trade shows are a
But we’ve also seen some
‘Ge
d
n
great
platform for this.
excellent ideas fail to get off the
a
touch ojo
starting blocks because a few
‘M
Know your target market. It’s not enough to have
simple, but key, factors have been
quote 0’ for a
0
1
n
a rough idea of what your market is into. Your
missed out in the production process.
Natio alf hour
daughter/son/niece/nephew/godchild
may love your
We don’t want to see anymore great
free h ancy.”
product,
but
their
friends,
and
a
big
chunk
of other UK
ideas, products or companies fail, so here’s
t
consul
kids of their age, also need to be into the same thing to
our checklist for new product development.
make your venture viable. So you ideally need experts on
board who know absolutely everything about those children’s
Get your research done early. As soon as you
likes, dislikes, habits and behaviour in order to be in with a chance.
have a prototype or design available, get your research done.
The toy market is a crowded, competitive space with a huge
The earlier it’s done, the more cost effective it is. It’s too late
number of companies vying for a cut of the nation’s pocket
when that container is on its way from China to discover a
money. So even with an amazing product, you’ll need to make
design issue.
sure all these ducks are in a row to get your product on retailer’s
shelves, websites and ultimately, on children’s wish lists.
Factor in every cost before you start spending. It’s tempting,
The team at Fundamentally Children can help with much of
but spending all your money on a prototype and leaving
the above. Get in touch and quote ‘Mojo Nation 100’ for a free
nothing for marketing, for example, is a sureﬁre way to ensure
half hour consultancy.
your product never sees the neon lights of the shop ﬂoor.
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“Success is harder to achieve because the scale of success that games
must achieve to be considered a success has shifted. Designers can
continue to preach to the choir, but we shouldn’t be suprised to
discover that the market for hymn books isn’t what it used to be.”
If you haven’t heard, board games are big - and growing.
In 2017, SPIEL, the annual international board game
jamboree in Essen, sprawled into two more halls of the
immense Messe exhibition centre and welcomed over
180,000 visitors. The UK Games Expo — the home-grown
David to SPIEL’s Goliath — is on an explosive curve, more than
tripling its attendance in the last four years.
There are more players, more games and more publishers
than ever before. That’s the good news. The bad news, or at
the very least the difficult question for publishers, is how to
parlay that industrial growth into long-term commercial success.
The hobby gamers on whose shoulders so much of this
growth rests are constantly dazzled by a parade of fabulous new
toys. This ‘cult of the new’ means their gaze is ever on the move.
Inescapably, the half-life of the average game can only diminish.
In this ever-deepening and widening ocean of games, how
do publishers distinguish themselves or set their games apart?
The holy grail for all publishers is the hobby game that can
escape the gravitational pull of the hobby market, and launch
itself into that most mysterious of domains: the mass-market —
and so reach that vast constituency of perfectly ordinary folk who
are eager to play board games but have never heard of SPIEL.
Games like Catan, Carcassonne, Ticket to Ride and
Pandemic have achieved the necessary escape velocity. They
have done this because they’ve stopped being (just) games:
they have become products. And their names have morphed
into something far more powerful: they’ve become brands.
I am not in the least bit cynical about this, and nor are the
publishers who have so smartly fostered them. This change is
simply a sign of the healthy growth of an industry that is
gaining ever-broader awareness amongst ‘regular’ people.
And I am not in the least bit cynical about ‘regular’ people

either. The problem for hobby games is that the vast majority of
them couldn’t care less about the mainstream audience; and
the sentiment is returned. To the 99%, the latest hobby-game
sensation represents the artefacts and hieroglyhs of a lost culture:
an unimaginable game, described by indecipherable rules.
What’s my point? Simply that success is harder to achieve,
not only because the nature of what games need to be to
succeed has changed, but also because the scale of success
that those games must achieve to be considered a success
has shifted. Publishers and designers can continue to preach
to the choir, but we shouldn’t be surprised to discover that the
market for hymn books isn’t what it used to be.
I returned from Essen this year with a stronger sense than
ever of how competitive the market has become, and a more
determined sense to ‘think differently’ about how I should
approach making games.
In some ways I feel like an industry old-timer. I’ve worked
hard, along with my design collaborators, to foster successful
relationships with many of the bigger publishers. We think
we’ve earned a seat at their table, and only want to bring them
ideas that will delight and excite them. And maybe all that
Essen taught me this year was something I once knew but
chose to forget: that it never gets any easier. To paraphrase
the novelist Thomas Mann: “A game designer is someone for
whom game design is more difficult than it is for other people.”
Like I said, there are more players, games and publishers
there ever before. And there are a whole lot more game
designers, too. That’s fantastic, but it begs a different question:
What’s the half-life of the average game designer?
But a rising tide lifts all boats, and the only response to an
ever-expanding ocean is to build a bigger boat; a better game.
Let’s get to work.
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FROM SKETCH

TO SHELF
While PR is often used during the launch
of product on shelves, Tony Norton,
Chairman of Norton PR, explains the huge
beneﬁts that introducing PR into a toy’s
R&D stage can bring to its life-span
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“If PR is all about telling a story, why cut out the
introduction and ﬁrst chapters? Weaving PR into the
creative process from the outset can be of huge
beneﬁt to the development of a new toy or game.”
Whether a client feels they are a big or small player in this
wonderful industry of ours, the best PR campaigns can still be
designed, directed and delivered on any budget and within
any timescale. That’s the joy of working in such a creative,
ﬂexible environment.
PR is evolving with a growing shift towards digital
communications, however when all’s said and done, the PR
objective is still the same as when our agency began over 25
years ago; to try to get as many parents and children to see,
experience and hear about a product. Whether that is through
an experiential retailer event, third party promotion, a digital
campaign, blogger outreach, social media activation or simply as
a result of picking up the phone to sell in a product and then
seeing it on This Morning, featured in the Daily Mail or topping the
trade news alerts, PR at its best is simple, targeted and bespoke.
A PR campaign can make a big impact when launching a new
product to market – and don’t just take our word for it – Richard
Branson (founder at Virgin Group) once said: “Publicity is absolutely
critical. A good PR story is inﬁnitely more effective than a front
page ad.” And that’s essentially what PR is all about – storytelling.
Despite its importance and value, PR input is often only
brought in at the end of a product’s design process to
coincide with a launch, which can be a missed
opportunity. Of course, timing a PR campaign
around a launch is hugely important, but what
about bringing PR input into a product’s journey
before that point and involving PR in the
creative process earlier on?
Consider this; if PR is all about telling a story,
why cut out the introduction and ﬁrst chapters?

Weaving PR into the creative process from the outset can be of
huge beneﬁt to the development of a new toy or game.
It’s worth remembering that a PR agency is made up of a
group of creative individuals with a wide skill base who are
experts in what they do; they know what makes journalists (and
your target audience) tick, what’s worked well before and
what’s not. So why not bring them in and make use of their
creativity, expertise and advice?
In the past we have been brought into various new projects,
some of which have still been at the R&D stage, to help pool
ideas and advise on certain aspects surrounding a product. Not
only is this exciting for us, but it provides the design team with
some fresh eyes on a concept and means we can start thinking
about campaign ideas which would enhance our storytelling
when it’s time to launch.
Many new toy and game designs are conceived and brought to
market differently in today’s industry with a number taking their ﬁrst
steps on the road to creation via crowdfunding sites like
Kickstarter. This in itself is a form of PR campaign – albeit a slightly
unconventional one. By putting a concept out there for millions of
people to see and from that, having a group of people investing in
that product offers a different type of publicity which feeds into
the ﬁrst chapter of that product’s story.
So when it comes to creating buzz around a new product,
PR doesn’t just have to be the ‘Ta-dah!’ at the end; getting PR
input right from the start can lead to stronger product design
and a more robust campaign at launch. It also means we
(as your PR team) have the whole story when it comes to
publicising your creation, as well as a strong and emotive
link with product and client from the outset.
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“As you can imagine, the publisher model puts different
demands on us creatively while we continue to invent
to license out. I’m sure we’ll rise to the challenge while
having fun along the way.”
For those who may not know, what’s your history in the
world of toy and game design?
I’ll skip my LEGO playing days and fast forward to 1995 when I
started playing Trading Card Games competitively. Next thing I
know I’m working for Decipher, the publisher of my games of
choice, and I have my parents seriously concerned about my
professional prospects. Who plays for a living, right?
When Upper Deck opened their UK office I had the
opportunity to join a great team in a fast-growing company. For
eight years, it was a great ride working with some amazing
people and products, which I’m grateful for to this day.
In 2012, I co-founded BOTI (Big On Toy Innovation)
with a small group of partners, focusing on toy and IP
development with strong distribution in its domestic
markets. Come 2017, I was looking for a change and
my dear friend, Max Ford [creative director at Ooba],
was in the process of shifting part of his inventing and
development ‘NPD Partnership’ business to that of a
publisher under the ‘Ooba’ banner where he would
manufacture his concepts.
We decided to join forces and showcased the ﬁrst
of our new projects in Hong Kong last October.
What is your ﬁrst main goal to achieve with Ooba?
Some commercial goals aside, we’re looking to more clearly
deﬁne our proposition by bolstering our portfolio in pre-school
and family games. The ﬁrst phase in the shift to the publisher
model saw us bring four great titles to market and now we
need to build and feed the pipeline. As you can imagine, the
publisher model also puts different demands on us creatively
while we continue to invent to license out. I’m sure we’ll rise to
the challenge while having fun along the way.

Can you talk to us about how you approach design?
We have a very open approach and take inspiration, input and
feedback from everything and everyone. It’s a combination of
trend-watching and working back from the intended player
and consumer experience, but also a process of constant
validation and often long gestation.
Max Ford and Sally Jacobs [Innovation Manager at Ooba] have
a very collaborative approach which over the years has yielded
partnerships with amazing inventors and a trusted network that
provides the right designer for the right concept.
Is the industry is currently in a good place creatively?
Yes. The games industry speciﬁcally is thriving and
there’s never been as many ways for someone with a
great idea to bring it to market. Boundaries are being
pushed as increasingly complex tech and mech is
integrated and the digital is connected to the physical. At
the same time, consumers have more transparency and
access to an ever-increasing offer and variety of product.
What exciting launches are in the pipeline from Ooba?
Our ﬁrst pre-school title, Five Little Fish is a gorgeously
cute advanced memory ﬁshing game that has been very well
received by the trade and is hitting the shelves in the Nordics
and Brazil right now and has a raft of markets rolling out in
2018. Elsewhere, Fetch! is our immersive role-playing game –
expect lots of laughs as the whole family race around on
all-fours scooping up bones as quickly as possible, using only
their funny dog tongue masks, and then dropping them off in
their dog bowl. We have three to four more titles I’m very
excited about which we’ll be presenting over the next few
months, so stay tuned for more Ooba news shortly.
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“The impact of Brexit for the UK will be enormous across all areas of IP
protection. Contracts will have to be re-drafted to seperate UK rights from EU
rights. Ensure all designs, patents and trade marks are thoroughly checked.”
For those who may not know, who are Wynne-Jones IP and
what can you offer designers and toy ﬁrms?
Wynne-Jones IP is a long established ﬁrm of Chartered and
European Trade Mark, Design and Patent Attorneys, based in
London, Cardiff, Cheltenham and Telford. We are not just any
ordinary IP ﬁrm. Wynne-Jones IP provides its clients with the
best possible service and gives them peace of mind when it
comes to protecting IP assets.
Innovative designers and companies need to protect their
brands and technologies by Intellectual Property (IP), but the
world of trade marks, patents, copyright and design can be quite
baffling. Sometimes it can be dressed up in jargon that is totally
confusing. At Wynne-Jones IP, we demystify IP and provide
jargon free advice - just plain and simple, commercially savvy
advice. With second to none knowledge spanning brands,
products, inventions, technology, software, IT and process
knowledge, Wynne-Jones IP are your safe pair of hands when it
comes to protecting IP assets in the toy and game industry.
What’s the main mistake designers and companies make
when going about protecting their IP?
In our experience, the biggest issue is those who fail to protect
the designs or their products at all. This gives them no course
of retraction if another individual or company copies ‘their’
property or to license them to third parties. Similarly, those
who aren’t experienced in IP can fail to give adequate
protection or think about it too late.
The thing to remember is that if you don’t protect yourself or
your brand, you can end up losing money, and even having to
spend in order to create some form of protection. Having the
correct IP rights in place can determine the market value of a
business and potentially create new revenue streams.

How big an impact will Brexit have on designers?
The impact for the UK will be enormous across all areas of IP
protection. Contracts and agreements will have to be redrafted to separate the UK rights from the EU rights. It is
important to ensure all designs, patents and trade marks are
thoroughly checked. The practical implication for new
registered rights is the simple need to register in the UK and
also in Europe, if the business needs this additional protection.
There are bigger implications on rights which are already
registered, as mentioned above.
As more and more toys and game become fully ﬂedged
brands, how can designers ensure their concept is protected
as it takes other forms like movies and TV shows?
Make sure that the scope of the IP protection is sufficiently
broad at the start. This is where we can offer a full strategic
service, particularly for start-ups who perhaps don’t understand
what they should have in place and the risks of cutting corners
or saving money.
Issues around IP can seem quite a daunting prospect. How
does Wynne-Jones IP look to make this process smoother?
Firstly, we don’t talk legal jargon. We like to create proper working
partnerships with our clients (affordably) and clearly discuss the
nature and value of each type of IP right which ultimately
provides a commercially effective and ﬁnancially viable strategy;
the next 18 months will be particularly challenging for large
companies with in-house teams who will have to re-work their
multi-territory contracts as Brexit comes into play. Ensuring their
contracts are drawn up to be UK speciﬁc and entirely separate
to an EU contract will be paramount in ensuring ongoing and
adequate protection once the ﬁnal break takes place.
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Say it quietly, but I have worked in licensing for over 25 years
now. Long enough to see Woolworths disappear from the
High Street and Amazon arrive on our doorsteps.
It has been a period of dramatic changes, but in some
ways, things haven’t changed greatly. The process and
business of licensing essentially remains the same. At the
heart of it is engaging and commercial content.
Despite the passage of time, the toy and licensing
businesses remain intrinsically linked. Many Intellectual
Properties (IP) that are used in licensing were, and are,
sourced from the toys and game industry.
When I started in licensing, My Little Pony was a popular
licensing property and one of the ﬁrst deals I was involved in
was developing the official comic based on the brand. My Little
Pony remains a popular licence with eye-catching partnerships.
Indeed, some of the My Little Pony consumers from 20 years
ago are still consumers today. The difference is they now tend
to wear the brand rather than play with it. Check out your local
Primark - toy brands are now lifestyle brands.
Other toy brands that have prospered in the licensing sector
over the long term include Monopoly and Cluedo. The
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gameplay at the centre of these brands’ DNA lends itself well
to sales promotion activities in particular - think McDonald’s
promotions and Lottery scratch cards. Not all licensing is centred
on children’s products and indeed this is one of the changes I
have seen with more toy lines developed for older consumers.
However, like many successful categories in licensing, the toy
and licensing companies need to make sure they don’t overﬁsh
this sea. It is easy to kill a category. Consumers seem more
savvy these days and social media allows everyone to become
a product reviewer. Campaigns and product development are
more focused on consumers and there is a greater analysis of
markets. Gut feel seems less prevalent these days.
Another change I have seen is that IP owners are more involved
in the creative process these days. One of our clients, Aardman,
spends a lot of time on developing toy and game ideas for brands
such as Shaun the Sheep and Wallace & Gromit. A combination of
techniques are used, including in-house design development,
direct work with factory suppliers to create prototypes,
commissioning toy inventors and also listening to fans.
There seems a lot more awareness of the value in speciﬁc
product development linked to licensing and a real effort to
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“There seems to be a
lot more
awareness of the valu
e in speciﬁc
product development
linked to licensing,
and a real effort to av
oid shortcuts. Old
school label slapping
is frowned upon.”
avoid shortcuts. Whilst there are still examples of poorly
designed licensed products, it is much less common now and
old school label slapping is generally frowned upon. We need
to keep the bar high in design and innovation terms.
I expect to see crowdfunding being used
more often in a licensing context, not least
in the realm of archive properties. Think
of TV and ﬁlm properties from the
Eighties or Nineties; this may be a
route to market for them and a way
for IP owners to gauge their
commercial appeal without
over-committing.
Many other product categories
in licensing such as apparel, gift
and publishing look to the toy
category to lead the way. They will
wait to see if a master toy deal with a
‘big’ player has been signed. There is a
logic to this in that toy companies can
create signiﬁcant momentum for a property
via their marketing, distribution and sales reach.
However, toy companies can’t support all
properties, especially so in already crowded
areas like pre-school. These days there is far
more supply than demand. I think licensees may
need to adjust their thinking and not wait for a toy
company to lead the way. This wait and see approach
has at times slowed down the growth of new
properties and stiﬂed creativity.

Rights owners may also need to look beyond toy companies
to kickstart their licensing campaigns. This is partly due to
market dynamics but also economics, as toy companies have
recognised the value of IP and are more likely to focus their
efforts on their own brands - particularly those
that have adopted the franchise model.
This could, and should, leave room for
a new generation of toy companies
who could use licensing as a way of
achieving growth both for their
own IP (where licensing gives
access to multiple partners) and
buying an IP (where licensing
can allow smaller companies to
compete with bigger players).
As a moderately successful
racehorse owner, I learned a while
ago not to make too many
predictions (if you think licensing
professionals have a book of excuses,
go and talk to a racehorse trainer - they have
several books). That said, one prediction I would
make is that successful licensing programmes
will always start with IP that is original, engaging
and motivating.
But those programmes that manage to work
with capable partners - the kind that can bring
those ideas to market with products that
consumers really want, across a broad range of retail
channels - will be the most successful.
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PLAY
STATION
In 2016, Alpha Group set up the Global
Design Center in Southern California. The
aim? To create a working environment
that would attract the world’s best toy
design talent. Alpha’s VP of Global Product
Design, Darren Lee Phillipson, takes us
inside the corridors of an office designed
to foster a collaborative environment and a
culture of “innovation through inspiration”
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“As Alpha continues to grow, we are constantly searching for
new and innovative ways to fuel our creative process. We
regard ourselves as a ‘blank canvas’ and truly value the idea of
creative partnerships with designers from across the globe.”
Our offices are based in El Segundo, the heart of the toy
industry capital. Alpha enlisted a well-known architect agency
to help design the interior and layout of our ﬂoor plan. It was
important to ensure that the offices felt modern yet functional.
The design area is an extremely versatile working space with a
central built-in “Hub” that allows the team to discuss, create
and play.
Part of the initial brief was to create lots of useable wall
space around the office so that the design team could pin up
their sketches and concept boards. This serves as a fantastic
way to share work in progress and helps to foster a very
collaborative work environment.
It was also important to have a fully functioning model shop.
Prototyping and the ability to explore initial concepts in three
dimensions are critical factors towards the development of any
product. The designers enjoy making quick foamcore study
models to help determine sizing and general ergonomics. In
addition to the traditional model shop, Alpha has also invested
in 3D printing. We have an on-site print lab with multiple
machines that allow us to do quick prints using the latest
stereolithography technology. Our CAD set up is equally robust
and allows Alpha the opportunity to accelerate the
development process by transferring a 3D ﬁle directly to our
factories for costing and manufacturing purposes.
Throughout the office we have several huge pieces of
artwork that adorn the wall space. The murals are a fun way to
represent some of the major toy properties we have in
development and brings a playful feel to our working
environment. Most of the artwork has been created by our
in-house design team and is a great way to show off their
creative talents. And as a way to keep the creative juices
ﬂowing, you might ﬁnd a sporadic game of table soccer kicking

off in the kitchen area or a bocce ball tournament in the
outdoor activity space.
As any good creative leader will attest, the key to a high
performing design team is to foster a culture that thrives on
“innovation through inspiration”. These are important words
that help deﬁne the Alpha mindset.
Alpha Group is headquartered in Guangzhou, China and an
important part of the Alpha culture is the fact that the design
team is made up of individuals from different corners of the
world. Currently, we have team members from China, Korea,
the UK, Latin America and the USA. This melting pot of cultures
brings a great sensibility to the way we think and design toys
for children around the globe.
Brainstorms are an integral part of the design and
development process and Alpha strives to make sure these
events are fun yet highly productive. From playing around in a
hands-on children’s exhibit to volley ball games on the beach,
our brainstorming process provides a great forum for team
building whilst delivering tons of great toy ideas.
Designers often organise creative excursions to help with their
creative thought process. Trend shopping is a key component to
understanding what is happening in other areas of design that
can help inﬂuence our approach to creating products for
children and we ﬁnd inspiration in all areas of design.
As Alpha continues to grow, we are constantly searching
for new and innovative ways to fuel our creative process. We
regard ourselves as a ‘blank canvas’ and truly value the idea
of creative partnerships with designers from around the
world. We are excited about the opportunities ahead and
look forward to continuing to create fun and dreams for
children everywhere.
“Explore. Dream. Discover.” Mark Twain
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REVIEWS BY KIDS,

FOR FAMILIES...
New online review platform KidsKnowBest allows children to voice their
opinions on toys, games, movies, food and apps. Co-founder Joel Silverman
explains why toy ﬁrms should embrace such honest feedback
Summer 2016, Rob Lough called me one Saturday evening in
an excitable tone about how he had taken his twins (Alexa and
Olivia, aged ﬁve) to see a movie that nobody wanted to see
and the critics had absolutely annihilated!
Being slightly drunk, I listened to him ramble on for a few
minutes about how he read this review in the papers and
everyone had said it was terrible (For the record, Rob agreed).
However, his twins loved it! So did the other kids in the
cinema. It was Rob’s eureka moment. “Why am I reading
reviews on movies from middle aged men when they were
not their target audience?” I told him it was a silly idea and
joked that ﬁve year olds can’t write.
I went to sleep that night thinking who would
believe a ﬁve year old? Why would it really
matter what they thought? For the next few
days, I couldn’t get Rob’s idea out of my
head. I looked further into it and every
review I saw had been from a movie
critic. Are they really interested in a
family ﬁlm? Do they have children?
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“Our reviews are by kids, for families. Our motto is: ‘You
wouldn’t buy your new car because an eight year old liked
the colour, so why should you buy a FurReal Roarin’ Tyler
toy just because Moira, a 37 year old mum, said so?’”.
There was no sign of any child input anywhere. I asked Rob to
meet for a coffee.
After hours of chatting, we realised the only way people
would grasp the honesty in his twins’ opinion was not in what
they would write, but how they would speak and show their
emotions and reactions to what they had just seen.
The idea of children reviewing movies had been born: by
kids, for families.
Rob and I spent hours, days and weeks honing the idea and
ﬁguring out how we could make this work. It has developed
from just kids reviewing movies to kids reviewing anything they
would be interested in! Our motto is ‘You wouldn’t buy your
new car because an eight year old liked the colour. Why
should you buy a FurReal Roarin’ Tyler toy because Moira, our
37 year old mum, said so?’
Our ﬁrst weekend ﬁlming was spent taking our friend’s
children to the cinema to see Finding Dory. (I was seriously
tired, Rob told me off for not being on top form for a kids’ ﬁlm.
I thought this was normal on a Sunday morning?)
We took eight kids to the cinema that day, then back to
Rob’s house with their parents, sat them down in front of the
camera and asked for their honest feedback.
Some were shy, some didn’t stop talking, while the others
had some golden moments! We knew we were onto
something and, if we could get this right, we would be building
a ground breaking brand.
I mean, who wouldn’t enjoy watching kids voicing their
opinions on what really matters to them?

I still had no idea how I managed to get involved into
something that involved children. I don’t have them myself
(yet) and am not in the family space. Why was Rob asking for
my help? Why am I so interested?
But, being a hairstylist in Mayfair, my network is fantastic. I realised
with Rob’s know-how in the tech world and my black book, we
could really get KidsKnowBest off the ground and in front of the
world’s eyes. Rob and I worked tirelessly to perfect our idea and how
to get everything ready to launch. We received fantastic backing
from an angel investor and brilliant tech support from uCreate.it.
Every single day we have developed our brand and the website.
KidsKnowBest has been working with some of the world’s biggest
and best movie houses, app developers, book publishers and,
above all else, toy and game manufacturers and innovators.
Still at the start of our journey, there is so much more to come
from KidsKnowBest. The team is growing and the idea is
constantly being developed. We aim to release an app this year
where children can upload their own video reviews. KidsKnowBest
want to get every product seen and rated by those who matter.
For the moment, I am still cutting hair in the Mayfair salon.
Hopefully I can soon join Rob and our team so we can all work
on it every single day to make sure KidsKnowBest is everything it
could be and more. We want to change the game and with
every new deal we sign, every new video we create and every
new subscriber we get, the dreams we laid out in that coffee
shop become more of a reality.
To put your toys and games in the hands of our kid reviewers,
feel free to drop me a line at Joel@kidsknowbest.co.uk.
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GRAND

DESIGNS
Often the unsung heroes of the design community, toy and game invention
companies are driving innovation in the space more so than ever before. We caught
up with ﬁgures from Fuse London, Seven Towns and Triclops Studios to ﬁnd out
about recent successes and how they assess creativity in the sector at present
How has the last 12 months been for you guys?
Steve Perrin, Senior VP Design and Production, Seven Towns:
In short, very good. We work in such an unpredictable and
often out of sync way that we always look at ‘this year’ in
context of where we had hoped to be. We try to look at what
we’re working on and have placed in the last year or two to see
what we hope will be a success in the coming years. So far,
this year looks set to be in line with our expectations and more
importantly, the next year or two is shaping up well.
Pete Cartlidge, Director, Fuse London: Our business is a
royalty model and not fees. Last year was our best ever and so
far, 2017 is shaping up well with three or four items beginning
to sell strongly in the business half of the year.
Luc Hudson, Creative Director, Triclops Studio: It’s been really
busy. We’ve seen an upturn in the business with new clients
asking for our input on a wider range of products in both toys
and games. It has felt really positive in comparison to previous
years, although the weak pound may have worked in our
favour with clients stateside!
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What have been some of your biggest recent successes?
Pete Cartlidge: Our Sit to Stand Skyway play-set for FisherPrice’s Little People brand was our largest grossing royalty earning
item and one of Mattel’s biggest unit drivers last year. Our Gravity
Maze puzzle does great volume YOY for our licensee ThinkFun,
and this year, it is joined by our new single player game, Roller
Coaster Challenge. It has earned a Toy of the Year nomination for
Game of the Year and is off to a strong start.
Steve Perrin: Seven Towns has created a heritage of classic
items that have been consistently marketed by our partner toy
companies for many years, such as Lotti Karroti, Pig Goes Pop
and Penguin Pile Up. During the past year we have seen high
proﬁle launches on I-DO-3D Print Shop, Silly Sausage, Sprinkle
Stix, Who’s The Dude, Greedy Granny and Staccups.
Luc Hudson: Fungus Amungus still had shelf presence this
year. We worked closely with the team at Vivid to bring them
to life, no pun intended! We’re really proud of the line-up and
still scarred from some of the Google image searches that
inspired the character designs and names!
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“The last 12 months have shown that,
more than ever, kids and parents
celebrate bold and frame-breaking play
patterns and online trends.”
Is the industry in a good place creatively at present?
Luc Hudson: It feels like the industry of old has the potential to
stagnate and get left behind, but the market is being inﬁltrated by
new companies and new products with a more contemporary
approach. Many companies are using vloggers and YouTube to
promote their products, rather than more traditional TV
advertising, and this taps into unboxing and drives the success of
lines like MGA’s LOL Surprise. These incremental changes to the
way that toys and games are consumed and promoted does bring
about change to the design process.
Steve Perrin: That’s a hard one to assess. Creativity is such a
subjective thing. However there have deﬁnitely been some
seismic shifts in the industry that have been product led. Bunch O
Balloons has been huge and brought innovation to the outdoor
play area, while social games have exploded. Hatchimals
created a huge hype around a new play pattern for feature
plush and Shopkins continues to show how collectability
for girls can drive a brand new direction.
Pete Cartlidge: This year has shown that, more than
ever, kids and parents celebrate bold and framebreaking play patterns and online trends. Who would
have guessed that the majority of 2017’s top ten toys
would have come from the so-called non major
players? PickMi Pops, Hatchimals Colleggtibles and
L.O.L Surprise are all new launches and have brought
huge innovation to the collectibles aisle. Hats off to
Moose, Spin Master and MGA for daring to innovate
and spotting the appetite for products which truly
deliver on unboxing ‘surprise and delight’. Likewise,
Fingerlings from WowWee has quickly established
the ﬁrm as a player in the hyper-competitive
electronic pets category.It’s a very exciting time.

Steve Perrin,
Senior VP Design
and Production,
Seven Towns
Pete Cartlidge,
Director,
Fuse London

Luc Hudson,
Creative Director,
Triclops Studio
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THE FUTURE OF
Heayes Design founder
Richard Heayes shares his
thoughts on what makes for
a successful tech toy, and
gazes into his crystal ball
at what the future of this
exciting sector has to offer

PLAY
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“The mindset of the consumer is different when buying toys to
when buying tech. Drop an iPad on the ﬂoor and crack the screen
- you blame yourself. Drop a kid’s tablet on the ﬂoor and crack
the screen - you rant at the toy for being cheap and crappy.”
I wonder how many of the current wave of Silicon Valley’s tech
entrepreneurs were inspired by the toys they played with as a
kid? I’d love to think that Instagram’s Kevin Systrom loved his
3D Viewmaster or Elon Musk had a ﬂeet of toy space ships.
The toys we play with as a kid do develop our natural
interests and teach us skills we can carry into later life. It’s very
much the trend for today’s tech CEOs to shape their
companies and products with a sense of playfulness and
encourage playful office environments to inspire creativity, so
maybe some of this rubbed off.
In fact, as kids, we often layer on a technological twist to the
most mundane of toys. In our minds, our little die cast cars
have huge sounding V8s, our plush friends talk and dance and
know our inner secrets, and our bikes have the ability to ﬂy,
weave and dodge like your superhero’s ride. The reality today,
however, is that many of those imaginary features kids
dreamed up no more than 10 years ago are now available on
the toy shelf. Does this help creativity or hinder it?
In my opinion, it’s all about the ‘play potential’ designers build
into the toys. It doesn’t matter how technological they are - if
they have the potential to encourage imagination and
storytelling, are designed to ﬁt into a kid’s life and stay in one
piece, then they’re no different from a light-up yo-yo, Speak
and Spell or any of the myriad of tech toys we’ve seen over the
last 30 years.
When you want to add tech to toys you really need to think
about what it brings to the party. Sometimes toy companies just
add a battery and a sound chip to justify a price point, but I’ve
always said that when it comes to tech in toys, you can’t beat a
well-placed LED! Be that a light saber coming to life, a light up
nose in Operation or a pulsing heart inside your favourite teddy.
But when it comes to putting cutting edge tech into toys
that’s another business. The problem is a lot of tech is often

delicate, expensive and sold on margins way lower than toys.
Knock an iPad on the ﬂoor and crack the screen - you blame
yourself. Drop a kid’s tablet on the ﬂoor and crack the screen
- you rant at the toy for being cheap and crappy.
Tech in toys needs to be bullet proof and that isn’t always
easy to pull off. Safety standards make it hard to use certain
batteries and connectors. I’ve seen consumers put toys back
on the shelf when they realise all the cool features that made
them pick it up in the ﬁrst place needs some AA batteries to bring
it alive. Did they think it runs on an internal fusion reactor?!
But that’s the issue; the world of toys and the world of tech
have different values and the mindset of consumer is very
different when buying them. There are companies like Anki and
Sphero who position themselves as tech ﬁrst, toy second. This
is a smart approach but it’s not always easy to pull it off at
physical retail.
So what will the future hold for technology in toys?
Improved battery power will certainly unlock some new play
patterns and improve old ones. Cheaper display technologies
and printed electronics will also offer some exciting
possibilities, allowing for more characters to come to life, more
games to be interactive and more play-sets to have an extra
level of realism. New material technologies always offer loads
of possible play potential, but I can see the push for more
organic compounds and the reduction of plastics.
Technology and play often do go hand in hand. Over the
centuries, different technologies have often found uses in play.
The new technology is often in need of a good everyday use,
so play is a great way to introduce something complex to
non-tech folks.
I’m not sure where the next Silicon Valley will be, but I am
sure that the next wave of CEOs will be equally inspired by the
toys and games they played, and still play, with!
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JOSH WEST,
Head of Product Design and
Sourcing, ThinkFun
Josh West is an incredibly talented
designer, tasked with innovating new single player puzzles and
brainteasers for ThinkFun on a daily basis. Excelling as a project
manager, puzzle enthusiast, engineer and motivator, West has
helped the ﬁrm launch, and uncover, a string of successful
mind-sharpening concepts. “Always super enthusiastic and
gracious, Josh is a standout talent in his ﬁeld today,” stated one
collaborator. “His expertise in the pre-production phase proved
critical to the success of the item we worked on together.”

JON ELLIOTT,
R&D Operations
Manager, Character
Options
Jon Elliott is a highly skilled
industrial designer with a background in
electronics, but he brings a broad skill
range to Character’s design team
across all product categories. Elliott
has been with Character Options
since 2005, and his role as the ﬁrm’s
chief product picker has grown and
grown. Elliott works closely with
Character MD Jon Diver on backing the
ﬁrm’s next big successes, before
collaborating with his creative team and
Character FE to bring product to
market. Elliott also champions working
with external creatives and inventors,
and does a great job of immersing
them in Character’s product
development process.

MICHAEL SALA,
Design Director – Pre-School Toys/Global Business Unit,
Spin Master
Michael Sala has enjoyed stints with Toys R Us, LEGO and Fisher-Price before joining Spin
Master in 2016. Responsible for driving strategy, design and innovation for pre-school
global toy business, Sala’s experience in the development of mass marketed pre-school
toys is second to none and he has been instrumental in the success of Spin Master’s Paw
Patrol product line. One collaborator stated: “Always willing to discuss opportunities,
feedback and support on live projects and engage his team with external resources, he is
a pleasure to work with and the resulting products are a testament to that unstinting belief
that creative partnerships and collaboration deliver the best commercial results.”

TIM BURRELL-SAWARD, Lead Designer, Sensible Object;
LYALL MCCARTHY, Lead Artist, Sensible Object;
CHRIS SHAW, Lead Engineer, Sensible Object;
GEORGE BUCKENHAM, Lead Programmer, Sensible Object
Tim Burrell-Saward, Lyall McCarthy, Chris Shaw and George
Buckenham make up the core product team behind Sensible Object’s Beasts of Balance, one of the most innovative and
exciting new games to hit the market in recent years. Beasts of Balance combines sophisticated engineering, software, product
design and gameplay into an awesome whole, as showcased by the recent Parent’s Choice Gold Award and selection by Apple
Store for inclusion in their holiday toy selection.
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FILIPPO YACOB, Founder, Primo Toys
A former Gold Cannes Lion 2016 winner, Filippo
Yacob is the Founder and CEO of Primo Toys and
the creator of Cubetto, the most crowdfunded
learning technology in Kickstarter’s history, and the
world’s ﬁrst screen-less programming system.
Currently used in over 100 countries, Cubetto has
introduced over 1,000,000 children in early years
learning to computer programming principles.
Yacob is a multi award winning creative, having
won a Gold Cannes Lion, A Best Of Best Red Dot
Award, Graphite D&AD, and a Forbes 30 Under 30
2017 honouree where he headed the social
entrepreneurship category for Europe. As an
entrepreneur, he is on a mission to create a 21st
century child centered technology company that
focuses on early years 21st century readiness.

FI MURRAY,
Principal Creative, Vivid Imaginations
Fi Murray conceives and creates
extraordinary products and play
experiences at Vivid Imaginations. “Fi
is helping change the game at Vivid,
developing and exploring new IP,” stated
one nominator. “Her boundless creative talents are
focused on identifying new product opportunities and
it’s having a huge impact on how Vivid does things and
the ﬁrm’s portfolio moving forward.”

RICH MAZEL, Senior Director of Global Product Acquisition, Hasbro;
GINA MELONE, VP of Invention Lab, Hasbro
Hasbro’s Rich Mazel and Gina Melone are in charge of sourcing the
next big hits for the ﬁrm. The two have had a huge impact on the
fortunes of the company and how it works with the global inventor
community, building Hasbro from averaging $100 million in sales
of inventor items to $500 million a year of inventor items. Both
Mazel and Melone regularly travel the globe and meet with new
inventors as well as established designers, and speak at events that
promote and celebrate the wider inventor community.

WARREN JACOBS,
Product Development Manager, Interplay
Warren Jacobs joined Interplay as Product
Development Manager back in 2014. Boasting over 20
years of experience in the toy industry having previously worked at
Tomy and Hasbro, Jacobs has brought a wealth of product
development and design experience to the Interplay team, as well
as many exciting innovations to the portfolio. He designed and
developed all of the products in the very successful My Fairy Garden
range, as well as Fuzzikins Craft and My Mermaid Lagoon ranges.
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BEN CALLICOT,
Head of Product, Primo Toys
A founding member of the Primo Toys team,
and a multi award-winning designer (Gold Cannes Lion, Best
of Best Red Dot Award, London Design Award, Platinum
Junior Design Award), Ben Callicot heads up product at Primo
Toys. He has over 10 years experience in product design and
development as an entrepreneur, member of a start-up team,
and within big corporates, managing the supply chain from
concept to consumer. Having been through two
crowdfunding campaigns, Callicot is responsible for turning
the original digital fabricated Cubetto to the mass-produced
version you see today.

DAVID MCDONALD,
Vice President of Design/
Product Development and
the Global Advanced
Concept Team, Spin Master
David McDonald has been
with Spin Master for 17
years, from its early $80m
earnings to the billion plus ﬁrm it is today. He pioneered
the design team at Spin Master back in 2001 as the
company’s ﬁrst Head of Design with a team of two. Since
then, Spin Master has acquired over 60 designers located
all over the world. In his time at Spin Master, McDonald
has led development on lines spanning Air Hogs,
Aquadoodle and Zoomer, and has invented recent smash
hits including Hatchimals, Colleggtibles, Hatchimals
Surprise and Ionix Construction. Before working at Spin
Master, McDonald held roles at major toy companies like
Mattel, Hasbro and Tyco.
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DAN JUDKINS, VP Design and Development, iPlay, Hasbro;
PHIL SAGE, Senior Director, Design and Development,
iPlay, Hasbro
Phil Sage and Dan Judkins head up Hasbro’s Integrated
Play (iPlay) group and are responsible for breaking the
rules of traditional play with brand new experiences that
merge the physical and digital worlds. Judkins
spearheaded the physical/digital revolution within Hasbro
back in 2012 with the reinvention of the Furby franchise,
while Sage joined iPlay, having previously led Hasbro’s
Global Product Acquisition and Inventor Relations team.
Recent successes for the duo include Play Doh Touch and
music mixing game (and TOTY nominee) Dropmix.

DEREK WESTON,
Director of Development and Marketing,
Bananagrams
Bananagrams’ Derek Weston works
tirelessly prospecting, researching and
liaising with inventors and parlaying concepts
into viable great products, the latest of which is the ﬁrm’s new
tile-grabbing title, Cobra Paw. A key member of the Bananagrams
bunch since joining from Hasbro in 2014, Weston works across
various aspects of the business, including design, manufacturing,
cost engineering and quality control. “Derek is highly regarded,
respected and well liked, no matter in what context, both
professionally and personally,” stated one nominator.
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PAUL REYNOLDS,
Design Manager,
Spin Master

RORY O’CONNOR & ANITA MURPHY,
Co-Founders, The Creativity Hub
Heading up a small, close-knit team based in
Belfast, Rory O’Connor and Anita Murphy are
the co-founders of The Creativity Hub, creators
of Rory’s Story Cubes, the Extraordinaries
Design Studio, Blank and Untold: Adventures
Await. “Brilliant design is at the centre of
everything they do,” stated one admirer, “and
their Extraordinaires Design Studio has helped
to develop the next generation of designers.”

Paul Reynolds works for
Spin Master in the
Activities, Marshmallow
Furniture and Blue Sky
team as Design Manager.
Reynolds was the
inventor of the ﬁrm’s
successful Bunchems
line of colourful little
balls that kids can
connect, squish, and
build a character around.
He also led development
for Spin Master’s Doctor
Dreadful line and its
successful recent range
of Rube Goldberg
activity sets.

DARREN LEE PHILLIPSON,
Vice President of Global Product Design,
Alpha Group
Having headed up product development at the likes of Fisher-Price,
LucasFilm, Disney, DreamWorks and now Alpha, Darren Lee
Phillipson has one of the most impressive CVs in the business.
Never satisﬁed with re-packaging old ideas, Phillipson always looks
to push the boundaries of new products, approaching product
development from refreshingly unconventional directions. His
creative vision is very inclusive, with in-house design talent,
inventors and freelancers involved with new projects. This, coupled
with his infectious enthusiasm, always gets the best from those
working around him. “He was the most nurturing supervisor I ever
had and always promoted opportunities to learn, grow and share a
pure delight in the profession,” stated one collaborator.

DOUGAL GRIMES,
Director of Product Design,
Hasbro Gaming
A hugely popular ﬁgure in the design
community and a passionate supporter of the
wider inventor community, Dougal Grimes
heads up product design at Hasbro Gaming and
has spearheaded many successes for the ﬁrm,
including Pie Face, Speak Out and Coinhole.
Grimes celebrates 10 years at Hasbro this year,
having started off in marketing
for the toy giant as a graduate
trainee back in 2008.
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DANIEL ABDELMASSIH,
VP and Design Director,
Bladez Toyz

SYDNEY WISEMAN,
Brand Manager, WowWee
Sydney Wiseman is a brand manager at consumer
technology ﬁrm WowWee, and the creator behind one of
the year’s biggest toy crazes: Fingerlings. Obsessed with
pygmy marmoset monkeys as a child, Wiseman pitched the
concept of robotic ﬁnger monkeys to the development
team at WowWee and by October 2017, the ﬁrm had
already sold well over one million Fingerlings. Wiseman’s
creation has been deemed as an exciting diversiﬁcation for
WowWee’s portfolio of drones and tech-infused cars.

ALPESH PATEL,
Design Director and Head of Research &
Development, US & Europe, Tomy
Having cut his design teeth at Hasbro
from 2001 to 2007, Alpesh Patel moved
to Disney, where he was senior design and
development manager across toys and stationery. Patel
made the move to Tomy in 2013, and last year he was
named the ﬁrm’s new head of research and development
for the US and Europe. Among many recent highlights, the
last year has seen Patel take a key role in the development
of Lightseekers, Tomy’s recent toys-to-life collaboration
with PlayFusion. “Alpesh is super creative and deserves to
be recognised for all his hard work”, stated one nominator.

Leading all creative, brand, R&D and
manufacturing, Daniel Abdelmassih has been Bladez
Toyz CEO Iain Morgan’s right hand man for the last 10 years.
In those years, Abdelmassih has spearheaded development
across rafts of innovative products, and a recent success story
has been the collaboration with Mattel on its Hot Wheels
Drone Racer, a blend between the emerging movement of
hobby drone racing, and the iconic Hot Wheels brand.

KAREN CHOW,

Karen Chow started her career at Spin Master
back in 2013 as the Lead Industrial Designer
on the Zoomer brand. Since then, Chow has
been involved in the design of every product in
the Zoomer line, from the Zoomer Dog to 2015 Toy
of
the Year winner Zoomer Dino, right up to the ﬁrm’s recent
Zoomer Pony and Zoomer Unicorn.

JUN SASAKI,
CEO, Oink Games
As CEO of Japanese games publisher Oink
Games, Jun Sasaki is involved at every stage of the
production for the ﬁrm’s unqiue line of products. He
designed many of Oink’s most popular games, including
Deep Sea Adventure, A Fake Artist Goes to NY, In a Grove,
The Pyramid’s Deadline, Kobayakawa and Start-up, and
also served as a graphic designer on them too, helping to
hone the distinct aesthetic that unites Oink’s portfolio.
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SUZANNE ROBINSON,
Director, Carterbench
Suzanne Robinson is a director
and partner at Carterbench
Product Development. She has
been with Carterbench for 30
years, helping the company build
and sustain its reputation as one of
the most successful inventor ﬁrms in the
UK. Robinson is a well-recognised and
trusted inventor, working with the leading toy companies
worldwide. Never wanting to stand still, she thrives on change
and has embraced all the technological challenges the toy
industry has gone through. Her engaging personality, diverse
design background and creative track record make her one of
the most respected inventors in the industry today.

DAN KLITSNER,
Founder, KID Group
Perhaps best known as the
inventor of Bop It, Dan Klitsner
founded San Francisco-based
invention studio KID Group
back in 1990, and in the years
since, the ﬁrm has launched
over 300 products. With a
passion for blending the worlds
of physical and digital play,
recent success stories for
Klitsner and his team include
Bop It Maker, Ultra Dash and
Simon Optix.
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MIKE MOODY,
CEO, Seven Towns
Mike Moody has been in the toy industry most of his
professional life in one role or another. He began his career
in retail as a buyer and later moved into marketing for
Action Games & Toys and then Tyco. For the last 20 years
(and counting), he has guided the fortunes of Seven
Towns, growing its customer base around the world and
licensing what are now some of its most successful toys
and games, including the recently lauded Silly Sausage and
Who’s the Dude?
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STEVE EVANS,
Co-owner, The Fantastic Factory

MATT BURTONWOOD,
Director, Open 2 Design
BEN WILLIAMS,
Designer, Open 2 Design
Huddersﬁeld-based Open 2
Design is a product design
company that, while not
toy-speciﬁc, does spend 90
per cent of its time designing
toys. Helmed by Matt
Burtonwood and Ben Williams,
the ﬁrm provides strategic
design, concept design,
prototyping and engineering
for some of the industry’s
biggest players. One of the
ﬁrm’s biggest recent successful
projects was its work on
Fisher-Price’s smash hit range
of Bing toys.

Based in Australia, Steve Evans is one of the founders of toy and
game design agency The Fantastic Factory. Evans has been cited
as being the brains behind 70 per cent of the games that the
agency produces, and has created hit products for the likes of
Disney, Nickelodeon and Hasbro. One collaborator stated:
“Steve has been in the games business for over 20 years and
deserves so much recognition for the fantastic work he does.”
Away from games design, Evans has published a series of
humour books and also worked as a guest lecturer on creativity.

STEVE FINK,
Co-Owner, Bang Zoom Design
Steve Fink is co-owner of Cincinnati-based invention
company, Bang Zoom Design. From reviewing concepts,
working with development and legal, to giving feedback - Fink
knows the business of toy design inside out. Bang Zoom has
licensed well over 200 inventions, accounting for over $1
billion in retail sales. “Steve Fink is the Marvin Glass of today,”
stated one nominator. “Bang Zoom’s current rate of placing
toy inventions with the leading toy companies is almost
unrivalled and Steve is the guy who makes it happen. If it’s not
his blend of creative commercial persuasion, it’s his disarming
charm that converts ideas to toys on shelf.”

DAVID FUHRER, MD, Blue Square Innovations
David Fuhrer is an award winning designer, responsible for a raft of hits like the Nerf Vortex Football and
AquaDoodle. As an inventor, consultant and agent, products developed under his guidance have exceeded
$1 billion in retail sales and have garnered many awards. In his role as founder and MD at Blue Square
Innovations, Fuhrer invests in and develops a raft of new product inventions each year, and he has licensed
more than 300 toys, games and household products to date.
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RUTH ELLIOTT and SIMON SKELTON,
Co-Founders, Big Ideas
At Big Ideas, they love games and have a lot of
love for the companies they work with too. Led
by Simon Skelton and Ruth Elliott, the ﬁrm has
worked on some fabulous projects, including
Shuffle for Cartamundi, the award-winning
Chimp and Zee games, the Doctor Who 50th
anniversary game and Don’t Say It for Paul
Lamond Games. As inventors, they have
created Jolly Octopus and Flippi Flatter with
Ravensburger, and Disney’s Cinderella Glass
Slipper, Frozen Magical Ice Palace and Cars 3
games with Jumbo. The ﬁrm’s reputation for
‘big ideas’ led to Elliott scooping the prestigious
ToyNews Woman of the Year Inventor Award in
2016 and, in the same year, she also received
the International Designer and Inventor of
Toys Award.

SARAH VANDERBEEK, Principal Design, Sweet Spot Studio
JON VANDERBEEK, VP, Sweet Spot Studio
Sarah Vanderbeek started the Michigan-based Sweet Spot Studio in
February 2006 after many years employed in the giftware industry. Her
husband, Jon Vanderbeek, has a background inventing toys with
renowned companies like The Obb and Bang Zoom, and after several
successes in the toy industry, he joined the effort to help Sweet Spot
Studio grow. For over ten years, Sweet Spot Studio’s expertise has
spanned sketching and drawing, design and CAD, to creating models,
mechanisms and samples for a client list boasting the likes of Hasbro,
Mattel, Fisher-Price and Spin Master. One voter cited the ﬁrm as “one of
the best model makers I have ever seen”.
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EDMUND
BARNETT-WARD,
Director, The
Affable Design
Company
With over 25 years
experience in product
development, Edmund
Barnett-Ward has worked on an expansive
array of product ranges for brands spanning
the likes of Star Wars, Harry Potter, The
Lord of the Rings, Batman and Doctor Who.
With his design studio The Affable Design
Company, Barnett-Ward offers clients
design, development, project management,
3D scanning and prototyping services. One
nominator stated: “Boasting detailed and
creative sculpting to the highest standard,
Ed is the best 3D sculptor I know.”

MATT GOUVEIA, Managing Diector, Designbytouch;
PAUL BOUCHER, Creative Director, Designbytouch;
DAVID BALDIN, Design Manager, Designbytouch
Established in 2006 by Matt Gouveia and Paul Boucher, Designbytouch (DBT)
has been supporting global toy and game manufacturers on both technical
delivery and creative exploration of their new concepts. The ﬁrst phase of the
business saw DBT support the creation and development of new LEGO IP like
Ninjago, Legends of Chima, Nexo Knights and Elves, as well as Hasbro’s
Transformer Rescue Bots. The second phase of the business’ development
has seen DBT embrace an inventor role, delivering toy, game and IP concepts
to companies globally, with Design Manager David Baldwin heading up the
consultancy part of DBT. A recent success for the ﬁrm includes Hasbro’s Nerf
Nitro range, a line uniting the two iconic play patterns of cars and blasters.

DAVID SMALL, Partner, Shoot the Moon
PAUL RAGO, Partner, Shoot the Moon
Invention company Shoot the Moon celebrated its 25th
anniversary last year, and the ﬁrm’s partners, David Small and
Paul Rago, have plenty to celebrate. Over the years, Small and
Rago have developed and licensed well over 100 product lines,
accounting for roughly $2.5 billion in retail sales. Recent success
stories have included work on the smash hit Hatchimals Twins
and driving innovation in the sector with Spin Master’s Hero
Droid BB-8; a creation which saw Shoot the Moon named Toy
Inventor of the Year at the 2017 TAGIE Awards.
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EDWARD BARBER, JAY OSGERBY
and JON MARSHALL, Co-Founders, MAP

ROB AMES & LUC HUDSON,
Co-Founders, Triclops Studios
Luc Hudson and Rob Ames are the
two-headed monster behind Triclops
Studio, a fresh thinking, East London
ideas hub specialising in front end toy
and games concept design, strategy and
brand building. The agency celebrated
its 10th anniversary last year, and has
assembled a client-list spanning the
likes of Hasbro, Mattel, Spin Master, Flair,
Vivid and LEGO. Away from the
mainstream toy world, Triclops is also
active in the Designer Toy scene, a
venture which has led to various toy
releases with ﬁrms such as Kidrobot and
MINDstyle, artist and streetwear
collaborations, exhibitions, ComicCons, toy talks and live workshop events
across the globe. When the two aren’t
knee deep in toys, they can be found
designing characters for the small
screen, and one of their recent success
stories has been creating characters and
original designs for vehicles and interiors
for the world of CBeebies’ Go Jetters.
“Triclops do great work,” stated one
nominator. “Their attention to detail is
second to none, and they’re all-round
super guys to work with.”

The team of industrial designers at creative consultancy MAP love making things
that make a difference. Founded by Edward
Barber, Jay Osgerby and Jon Marshall in
2012, MAP has built DIY computers for kids,
interactive exhibitions for Google and even
remastered the humble Spork. Named
Creative Review’s 2016 Agency of
the Year, MAP’s recent work in the
toy space has seen the ﬁrm work
with Kano on its range of
computer kits, and SAM Labs on
its Internet of Things toolkit.

ANDREW HAJITHEMISTOU, Head of Product Development, The Marketing
Store; ADAM BESWICK, European Licensing Director, The Marketing Store; BEN
POATE, VP Marketing & Operations, The Marketing Store; BRYN BARKLAM,
Product Creative Head, The Marketing Store
Brand experience agency The Marketing Store may not be the most recognisable
name in the toy industry, but its product output reaches more customers globally
than most of the powerhouses in the sector. Led by Andrew Hajithemistou, Adam
Beswick, Ben Poate and Bryn Barklam, the toy development group within the ﬁrm has
been developing Happy Meals toys for a combined 56 years and counting. Recent
highlights for the quartet included a promotion with Hasbro’s Nerf and Nerf Rebelle
brands and an Adventure Time Happy Meals project that resulted in sales of more
then 25 million units across the UK, Asia Paciﬁc and MEA. “Any global territory
where the famous Golden Arches reaches, The Marketing Store’s toy wonders
continue to inﬂuence how children play and learn,” stated one nominator.
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RICHARD HEAYES
Richard Heayes has been designing and
inventing toys and games for over 25 years. He
spent 18 years at Hasbro working across their
brand portfolio and leading the creative team from
the West London office. He now runs his own design consultancy
and inventing studio, Heayes Design, helping play companies
innovate internally as well as licensing in concepts from pre-school
games to electronic interactive experiences. With over 300 products
to market, he uses his experience to fuse imagination with reality in
order to deliver products that are both fun to play and proﬁtable
to sell. The past 12 months has seen Heayes nominated for
Hasbro’s Tech Inventor of the Year, while he also stepped into the
role of Embedded Innovation Consultant at Tactic Games.
Product-wise, 2017 has seen Heayes create a new line of Shuffle
games for Cartamundi, while Educa Borras launched his Cars 3
Crazy 8 game. Elsewhere, Heayes also created Sceno, a new range
of panels that can be attached to bricks to transform them into
everything from a space station to a rickety bridge.

JO GOUGH
Jo Gough’s experience and common
sense are invaluable in creating new items.
A freelance designer, she knows what will
work and saves her clients time and money by
steering any project into practical (and calm) waters. “Jo can
tackle any medium, any product type, target age group, any
character property with skill and imagination,” stated one
collaborator. A recent success for Gough was her range of
Peppa Pig ELAs for Trends UK, which was a ﬁnalist at both the
Licensing Awards and Progressive Pre-school Awards.
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BRETT J GILBERT
Brett J Gilbert is one of the UK’s most proliﬁc freelance
board game designers. His ﬁrst published board game,
Divinare, and later Elysium (co-designed with Matthew
Dunstan), have both been recognised by the jury of the
German Spiel des Jahres award, the most prestigious
prize in modern board games. He has provided game
development and consultancy services for LEGO,
Twitter and many game publishers in the UK, and is Lead
Developer for Alley Cat Games, whose successfully
Kickstarted games include Lab Wars and Dice Hospital.
With over 20 published games, puzzles and apps, Gilbert
is an active and well-known member of UK game design
community and many of his games are collaborations
with other members of this vibrant and growing group,
including designers Matthew Dunstan and Trevor
Benjamin. He also helps to organise Playtest UK, which
runs meet-ups nationwide that bring game designers of
all experience levels together to play each other’s
prototypes and share supportive, constructive feedback.
Notable releases from Gilbert this past year included
Funforge’s Professor Evil and the Citadel of Time, Zoch
Spiele’s Café Fatal and Blue Orange Games’ Fantastic
Park, while he also has a raft of games due out next
year from the likes of Kosmos, Iello and Abacussspiele.
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PHIL HARVEY
Having brieﬂy worked
in-house for Worlds
Apart, freelance
illustrator Phil Harvey is
now a secret weapon for
several toy ﬁrms, lending his
incredible skills for work across print
artwork, packaging illustrations and visuals
for concept presentations. “Phil is a great
personality with a dry sense of humour and
a genuine enthusiasm for illustrating in the
toy industry,” said one
of his nominators. “I’m loathed to
recommend him as he a real asset and I
don’t want to compete for his time, but he
is a secret other toy design teams should
know about.”

THOMAS CAUET
Thomas Cauet is the designer behind
Space Cowboy’s ﬁrst wave of Unlock
Escape Adventures games. With one hour
on the clock, each Unlock adventure sees
players work through a deck of sixty cards as
a team, searching for clues, combining objects,
and solving puzzles. A companion app runs the timer
while also providing clues, offering hints, and conﬁrming
successes. Once the team has reached a solution and entered
the correct code into the app, they will escape and win the
game. “Thomas has taken a popular medium – the escape
room – and revolutionised it into something that’s accessible
and easy-to-learn,” stated one admirer of Cauet’s work.

ROB DAVIAU
Rob Daviau started his career in games design at Hasbro back in the late
Nineties, working on licensed titles like Risk: Star Wars, Lord of the Rings
Trivial Pursuit and Cluedo: Harry Potter Edition. But Daviau is likely best
known for introducing the Legacy concept to the world – board games that
morph and change as you played them. New rules come into effect, cards
are ripped up, a shifting narrative ensues and actions actually have
consequences; some temporary, some permanent. It’s a concept he
launched while at Hasbro with Risk Legacy in 2012, and has continued to
explore as a freelance designer with the critically acclaimed Pandemic
Legacy Season One, Seafall and last year’s smash hit, Pandemic Legacy
Season 2. 2017 also saw Daviau’s unique co-op party game, Mountains of
Madness hit shelves via Iello, while, outside of his freelance work, he also
serves as chief restoration officer at Restoration Games, where he’s tasked
with ﬁnding old games, falling in love with them again, and polishing them
up for modern times.
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MATT BROWN
Matt Brown set up his one-man band studio
Extraordinary Facility in 2016. It is a small,
independent studio based in San Francisco, with a focus on
learning and play. The studio’s outlook and approach is
hands-on, exploring ideas via prototyping, playful
improvisation and rigorous iteration. 2017 saw Brown work
with Primo Toys for three months, assisting the ﬁrm with new
product development, invention and prototyping.
GEOFF HOUSE
BRUNO CATHALA
One of the proliﬁc game designers working today, Bruno
Cathala has been creating games for 15 years, with some of
his popular creations including deduction title Mr Jack, Days
of Wonder’s Five Tribes and the much lauded 7 Wonders:
Duel. While almost all of his titles have enjoyed some form of
awards recognition in the way of recommendations,
nominations or actual wins, it’s one of his
most recent games, the tile-laying title
Kingdomino, which has thrust
Cathala into the spotlight once
more, due to it scooping last year’s
prestigious Spiel de Jahres award.
Not one to rest on his laurels, last
year also saw Cathala’s Yamatai hit
shelves courtesy of Days of
Wonder while his Kingdomino
sequel, Queendomino, has
also been released to
much acclaim.
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Geoff House started his toy design career at Hasbro back in
1994, before joining Radica Games as its European head of
development, moving on to join Ooba Toys as design
director. House then set up his own toy and game design
agency and consultancy, Tricky, where his wealth of
experience and cross-category approach has made him a
go-to partner for any type of project. “When we’re stuck,
Geoff attacks it with fervour and passion and never fails to
deliver new insight and additional innovation in play,” stated
one collaborator. One of his recent projects included a
collaboration with Ooba Toys on Stoopido, a concept that
went on become the ﬁrm’s best-selling game of 2017.

RYAN KRATZ
Ryan Kratz launched his own ﬁrm, Sound Machine Invention
and Design, in August of 2010. Kratz uses state of the art
computer aided design and fabrication techniques in his
offering to the toy industry, while the second string to
Sound Machine’s bow is its invention arm, where he has
created play concepts for several of the world’s biggest toy
ﬁrms. One nominator deemed Kratz “one of the best model
makers I’ve ever seen.”
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CHRIS CATTON

JERRY HAWTHORNE
Jerry Hawthorne simply refuses to grow up or, more
accurately, refuses to believe he’s already grown up.
Hawthorne has designed Mice & Mystics for Plaid Hat Games
and carried out design work on games such as Heroscape
and Battleship Galaxies. His most recent creation is Stuffed
Fables, the ﬁrst ‘Adventure Book Game’ from Plaid Hat Games, in
which all of the action takes place inside of a unique storybook. The
book acts as a player’s rules reference, story guide, and game board, all in one.
“Hawthorne is taking inspiration from his children growing up, and distilled that essence
into the brilliant Stuffed Fables,” stated one nominator. “He’s an all around nice guy;
humble, thoughtful and conscientious.”

MIKE NUDD
Games designer Mike
Nudd’s Dice Hospital
caused a stir on Kicktarter
last year when it raised
over £150,000 from a
goal of £12,500. “He can
take a vision you set out
and make it feel, play and
work much better than you
had anticipated,” stated one
collaborator. “On top of that, he will go
above and beyond what is expected of him, due to his
passion and love for board games to make his own games
as perfect as possible to players.” Prior to Dice Hospital,
Nudd designed Vampire: The Eternal Struggle and Waggle
Dance, which was named Best Family Board Game at the
UK Games Expo in 2015.
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Perfecting his craft at
the likes of Games
Workshop, WOW Toys and
MakieLab, Chris Catton launched
Chris Catton Design back in 2011.
A complete design and
development solution for
childrens’ toys, games, furniture,
nursery and homeware, Catton
looks to craft rewarding and
compelling product experiences
and one collaborator stated: “He
is super easy to work with, ﬂexible
on both timings and unexpected
(but somehow inevitable) changes
to a brief, as well as being a
humble, talented designer. An
absolute pleasure to work with.”

MOMO (RUUD
HENDRIKS)
Freelance artist Momo
(real name Ruud
Hendriks) specialises in
creating cute and
happy, colourful and
geometric illustrations,
be it a banana with a
happy face, a hot dog
clutching a boom box
or a shocked slice of watermelon. In the world of toys and
games, Momo created all of the Primo Toys illustrations and
characters across a range of storybooks and activity maps.
Highlights include Mr Turtle, Cubetto’s teacher, and various
members of Cubetto’s square family. Some of Momo’s other
clients include Kik, Fangamer, Liam Geraghty, Viber, Luaka
Bop and Shop Around.
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PHIL WALKER-HARDING
With a simple to grasp card drafting mechanic, cute artwork
and a splash of wasabi, Phil Walker-Harding announced
himself to the gaming world in 2013 with Sushi Go. The
Australian designer had been self publishing his creations
since 2007, but it was when Gamewright unleashed Sushi Go
into the world that Walker-Harding was able to make game
design a larger part of his career. Since then, he’s released a raft
a popular titles including the Spiel-deJahres nominated Imhotep, Sushi Go’s
INKA AND MARKUS BRAND
follow-up Sushi Go Party and 2017’s furry crowd-pleaser, Bärenpark.

KEN GRUHL AND QUENTIN WEIR
Ken Gruhl and Quentin Weir have
been creating games together
since 2009, but were rocketed
to the forefront of the party
games scene in 2016 when they
launched Happy Salmon into the
world. Released by North Star
Games and conceived when a
mutual friend taught them a
celebratory gesture called ‘the happy
salmon’, the fast paced card game has already been
established as a modern classic, and is nominated for Game of
the Year at the 2018 Toy of the Year Awards.

TOBY O’HARA
Sculptor Toby O’Hara has been deemed a “hidden gem of the
industry”. Helping to create game pieces and assets for a number
of tabletop games and Kickstarter hits, his work can be found
recently across titles including Farsight and The Terminator: The
Official Board Game. One nominator stated: “What would usually
take a studio months to create can take Toby a matter of weeks,
with a rate of iteration, improvement and ﬂexibility that really
makes him a hidden gem of the industry.”

Since ﬁrst emerging on the game design scene in 2006,
married design team Inka and Markus Brand have created
over 40 games and scooped numerous accolades. But the
two won perhaps their most prestigious award to date in
2017 when their Exit: The Game series picked up the
Kennerspiel des Jahres – an award given the best
‘connoisseur/expert’ game of the year. Published by Kosmos,
the Exit: The Game series saw the Brand’s adapt the popular
Escape Room craze into a board game format, with players
having to solve puzzles, collect objects and crack codes to
escape everything from a pharaoh’s tomb to a secret lab.
The two have also enjoyed success in the last 12 months
with Word Slam, their frenetic, fast-paced word game.
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ASHLEY MADY,
President, Women in Toys, Licensing and Entertainment
Ashley Mady is a brand builder with a proven track
record in design, licensing, and merchandising. Away
from her work as President of licensing agency
Brandberry, Mady is the President of Women in Toys, a
global networking organisation for professional women
working in the toy, licensing and entertainment
industries. Through the WIT network, Mady and her
team provide a collaborative, supportive forum and
opportunities that foster relationship building and
growth, designed to help
females in the toy business
advance their careers. WIT
also celebrates the work
of designers via its
Wonder Woman
Inventor Award, an
accolade recognising
an individual for their
excellence in
product
design.

MARY COUZIN,
President and Founder, Chicago
Toy and Game Group
ChiTAG (Chicago Toy and Game
Group) founder Mary Couzin is
responsible for launching one of the
key events in the toy design calendar
in the form of the Chicago Toy &
Game Week: a celebration of
inventors, play and innovation,
spanning award ceremonies, inventor
conferences and a consumer-facing
toy fair. Few have done as much to
get toy and game designers
recognition for their creations as
Couzin; whether it’s celebrating the
achievements of inventors via the
TAGIE Awards or helping to spark a
passion for design in the next
generation of creators with her
Young Inventor Challenge. “What is
truly unique about Mary’s approach
is the spirit of mutual advancement
and collaboration that ChiTAG and
her other efforts instil into people
that otherwise compete within the
same industry,” said one nominator.

JAMEY STEGMAIER,
President & Founder, Stonemaier Games
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Jamey Stegmaier, President and Founder of
Stonemaier Games, has a lifelong passion for
playing and designing board games. The last 12
months has seen Stegmaier’s board game Scythe
receive critical acclaim in the tabletop world, while his
legacy title Charterstone was one of the most anticipated
releases of 2017. Stegmaier’s eight crowdfunding campaigns have raised
over $3.2 million to date, and he shares his insights, mistakes, and
lessons learned with designers via his popular blog.

MOJO NATION 100: DESIGN CHAMPIONS
DR AMANDA GUMMER,
Founder and MD,
Fundamentally Children
Dr Amanda Gummer’s
Fundamentally Children
is dedicated to helping
children develop skills
through play. She
provides independent
expert advice on a range
of topics including play,
toys, apps, children’s
tech, e-safety, child
development, special
needs and other
parenting issues, and has
proved to be a vital
resource for designers
looking to ensure their
toys and games are of
real value to a child’s
play diet; especially
when it comes to
helping inventors new to
the industry properly
understand the children
they are designing for.

Sponsored by

PETE KELLOND,
Director, Toy Vision;
JONNY HENTON,
Director, Toy Vision
Pete Kellond and Jonny
Henton are passionate toy
design veterans, each with
over 25 years experience in
creating toys and games.
2016 saw the two form Toy Vision, a
one-stop shop for toy product
development services that ‘thinks
outside the box’ to help toy companies,
licensors, inventors, distributors and
retailers ﬁnd unique commercial
solutions, from concept generation to
shipment. One voter told us: “Pete and
Jonny are both creative geniuses who
intrinsically understand children and play
patterns. They can take a brief and
come up with the most imaginative
concepts that are oozing with play
value; and because they are
commercially astute, they will make sure
products are delivered to a high quality
standard on budget and on time. And if
that wasn’t enough, they are also really
nice guys who are open, honest and
good fun to work with.”

RICHARD DENNING, Director, UK Games Expo
TONY HYAMS, Director, UK Games Expo
Richard Denning and Tony Hyams are the directors
behind UK Games Expo, the UK’s largest hobby
games convention and the third biggest tabletop
gaming event in the world. As well as showing off
the best in board games, the show has always
strived to be an event encouraging new games to
reach publication. Over the years, the UK Games
Expo has boasted prototype testing tables,
seminars and panels for games designers and
publishers, as well as opportunities for budding
designers to pitch their ideas to publishers. In 2017,
the team launched a dedicated Publisher-Designer
Track and this year will see the show build and
expand on its designer-led initiatives.

MATT LEES, QUINTIN SMITH & PAUL DEAN, Shut Up and Sit Down
Matt Lees, Quintin Smith and Paul Dean are the team behind board game review show,
Shut Up and Sit Down. Since launching back in 2012, Shut Up and Sit Down has been
casting their critical eye over the best that board games have to
offer. As well as creating their incredibly funny and engaging
review videos, playthroughs, podcasts and articles, the team also
successfully mounted their ﬁrst ever games expo, SHUX, in
Vancouver last year, as well as debuting Space Lions, a
documentary about Twilight Imperium.

MOJO NATION 100: DESIGN CHAMPIONS
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MARK FOSTER.
Executive VP, EMEA,
Tomy

ROB HARRIS, Head of Development, Modiphius
Entertainment & Founder, Playtest UK
Rob Harris heads up development at
Modiphius, leading the design process behind
the ﬁrm’s range of board games and card
games. But away from the day job, he has
cultivated one of the UK’s most passionate
design communities in Playtest UK. Founded
back in 2009, Playtest UK is a community of
game designers who meet up monthly all
across the UK to play each other’s games, give
each other feedback, improve concepts and
help each other get published. Harris has
grown Playtest UK to a membership of over
2,500 designers, with regular meet-ups
throughout the UK across 21 cities. The
organisation has been running public
playtesting events for eight years at the UK
Games Expo, Dragonmeet, Essen Spiel and
the Museum of Childhood, and in 2017, Harris
organised the ﬁrst Games Designer-Publisher
speed-dating event in the UK.

Prior to joining Tomy
in 2015, Mark Foster
spent almost 20 years
at Hasbro, in various
roles across
marketing and
licensing. Establishing
himself as an industry
ﬁgure that has
cultivated strong ties
with the design
community over the
years, one nominator
stated: “He’s a rare
‘top brass’ breed that
genuinely cares
about good design
and the process it
encapsulates. He’s
extremely open and
always has time to
listen and aid with
new and exciting
ways to support the
design community.”

LESLEY SINGLETON, MD, Playtime PR
Lesley Singleton is the founder of Playtime
PR – a specialist PR agency for toys and
games brands – and co-creator of Board
Game Club, a monthly grown-up games
night. Routinely attracting 60 plus gameplaying press, inventors and inﬂuencers, the
event has proved a great launch-pad for
new games from the likes of Hasbro,
Cartamundi, John Adams and Esdevium, and
also provides a valuable platform for new
designers to test out their prototypes in a
welcoming, friendly environment. Known for
her passion for toys and games, Singleton
has also helped countless inventors bring
their creations to market, providing both
advice and valuable connections. Oh, and
she’s also developing her own game at the
moment, so watch this space.
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LUKE CRANE, Head of Games, Kickstarter

ESTHER MACCALLUMSTEWART, Associate
Professor, Games
Research, Staffordshire
University
Esther MacCallumStewart writes, researches
and teaches the role of the player in games.
She has published widely on subjects in this
area, including deviant play, gender, love
and gaming, roleplaying and narratives in
games, and has also spoken widely on this
subject on television, radio and for
international conventions and conferences,
including at PAX and Worldcon. She has also
worked with Reach Robotics to understand
the ways in which players respond to robot
toys, and how this can be used to inform
the development process.

Luke is the head of games at Kickstarter
where he has been helping creators bring
their games to life since 2012. He has
helped establish Kickstarter as one of the
key routes to market for tabletop
designers to launch their concepts and
under his watch, he’s helped fund
thousands of games with over $600 million in
pledges. 2017 successes include The 7th
Continent (raised over $7m),
Kingdom Death Monster 1.5 (raised
over $12m) and Zombicide:
Green Horde (raised over $5m).

KAREN KILPATRICK, VP of JazWings, Jazwares
Headed up by Karen Kilpatrick, Jazwares’ Jazwings arm is
dedicated to helping toy creators develop their concept into a
product or brand. Boasting the tagline, ‘where great ideas take
ﬂight’, it sees creators upload their ideas to an online portal for Jazwings
community members to vote and support for the ones they like most. 2017
saw product land for the ﬁrst JazWings success story, Panda-a-Panda, while
this year will see product roll out for JazWing’s Go! Go! Sports Girls brand.

HEATHER DELANEY,
Heather Delaney is one of the world’s most inﬂuential
crowdfunding PR specialists. Having been with the Londonbased Dynamo PR since its inception, Delaney helped
establish it as the ﬁrst PR ﬁrm to boast a dedicated
crowdfunding division and has helped clients raise over $36
million in pledges to date, including work on the world’s ﬁrst
3D printing pen, 3Doodler, and its follow-up, the 3Doodler
2.0. Delaney now heads up Dynamo’s US branch, which
launched in 2016, and she is currently working with a client on
a 3D printing product aimed at kids.
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BOBBY SAYGAN,
Director of Product Design, Toy Box
Vehicles, Mattel

JOHN STEWART,
Co-Founder, Worlds Apart

Having joined Mattel in 2016, Bobby
Saygan currently leads the product design
team for Toybox, covering brands such as
Matchbox, Dinotrux, Fast & Furious and Jurassic Park within the
categories of vehicles, play-sets and R/C. “He always has time
for people and has personally devoted time to developing me
and how I work,” stated one collaborator. “He has kid sense, can
think like a kid and simply knows what works.”

John Stewart co-founded Worlds Apart back in 1983, and
he is still actively contributing to the creative and conceptual
work the ﬁrm does today. As well as offering encouragement
and support to designers within Worlds Apart, Stewart also
was the driving force behind the BTHA launching its Student
Seminar programme at Toy Fair. “He is passionate about
good ideas, interesting people and simple effective design;
his boundless enthusiasm, love of toys, optimistic openness
to new ideas and creative bravery makes our industry a
richer place for having him in it,” stated one nominator.

GREGORY BENASSAR, New Business &
Licensing Director, EMEA, Asmodee
Gregory Benassar has worked for the
past 20 years in the games industry,
having spent time at Upper Deck, BOTI
Europe and Papaya Concepts before
joining Asmodee in 2014. “Easy going and
frank in his talks, he is fair and inventive when brokering
deals between companies and individuals,” said one
nominator. “There’s very few product acquisition execs that
have the vision and network of Greg Benassar. Even if he is
not the right partner for you, he will point you in the right
direction, giving you the beneﬁt of his hard-earned
experience and connections – that’s rare in our industry.”

JARED WADE, VP Design & Development, Boys Brands, Hasbro,
GRETCHEN FORREST, VP Global Design & Development, Girls
Properties, Hasbro; BRIAN WILK, VP Design and Development,
Games, Hasbro
Jared Wade, Gretchen Forrest and Brian Wilk head up design
and development across three key areas at Hasbro; boys
brands, girls properties and games, respectively. All three have
established themselves as key means of support for designers
within Hasbro, as well as being a source of help and inspiration
for the many freelance designers that work with the toy giant.
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KEVIN CAO,
Hot Wheels Lead Project Designer, Advance Play
Products, Mattel

LAUREN MAYOR,
Product Designer,
Vivid Imaginations
Having started her career in toy
design with a one-year work
placement at design agency Fuse,
Lauren Mayor spent a year at
Tomy before joining Vivid
Imaginations in 2016. The last year has seen Mayor handle
product development across the Disney and Crayola
brands, and she is “doing an amazing job on both” stated
one nominator. “Lauren is bringing a trend-responsive
Disney Emoji line through development on the one hand,
and working with Crayola to identify new areas for future
development on the other.”

KASPER LAPP,
creator of Magic Maze
Kasper Lapp’s ﬁrst published game was a
unique proposition. Titled Magic Maze, the
co-op game sees players step into the shoes
of a team of magical characters attempting to
rob a shopping mall and collectively escape. Each player
can perform a very speciﬁc action, to which the other
players do not have access to. Complicating proceedings is
the fact that most of the time; players are not allowed to
communicate with each other. Lapp’s impressive debut was
nominated for tabletop’s most prestigious accolade, the
Spiel de Jahres, while his expansion, Magic Maze: Maximum
Security, launched to equal acclaim at Essen last year.
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Kevin has been a key part of the Hot Wheels
team, having designed multiple tech products
that honour the brand’s commitment to innovation
and experimentation. Over the last year, he designed
the Hot Wheels Ballistik Racer, a new RC that features a
ﬁrst-of-its-kind battery technology. This new product provides
better performance, limited battery drain, and a charge time
that’s 11 times faster than other RC batteries in the market.

ALEX FLEETWOOD,
CEO, Sensible Object
As the CEO of Sensible Object, Alex Fleetwood has created
one of the most exciting new gaming start-ups in the UK. The
ﬁrm’s ﬂagship product, Beasts of Balance, is one of a handful
of products to be selected for retail in Apple Stores worldwide,
and a recent $500k Kickstarter campaign promises a range of
exciting expansions launching this year. Backing up its status as
one of the most innovative companies in the toy and game
space, Sensible Object was one of only nine companies selected
by Amazon to participate in the Alexa Accelerator, powered by
Techstars, and will be launching Voice Originals, the world’s ﬁrst
range of voice-augmented tabletop games, later this year.
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ZOE ANN LEE,
Designer, Big Potato
Zoe Lee has been a designer at Big
Potato since 2015 and is
responsible for creating some of
the ﬁrm’s much loved party games.
An illustrator and philosophy
graduate, in just a few years Lee has
established herself a creative
powerhouse for the Shoreditch-based games company.
She has led design on the likes of doodling game Scrawl,
awkwardness generator First Dates and the grabby Rainbow
Rush, as well as also createing the ﬁrm’s latest quizzing hit,
Colourbrain.
AMANDA HAMON KUNZ,
Starﬁnder Co-Creator & Development
Coordinator at Paizo
Having only joined role-playing game
publisher Paizo a little over two years ago,
Amanda Hamon Kunz has since proved to be a
real asset for the ﬁrm. Having developed manuscripts for the
Pathﬁnder RPG, Kunz has led projects for Paizo’s Campaign
Setting and Modules lines, as well as co-creating Starﬁnder,
the spacefaring sequel to Pathﬁnder. Tabletop Gaming
Magazine deemed it a “joyous next step” for the series.

ROB MAFRICI,
Designer, Designbytouch
Rob Mafrici is a designer at independent
design agency, Design By Touch. A
tinkerer at heart, Mafrici’s passion for making
and exploring new ideas is un-paralleled. Mafrici
has had an incredibly positive impact on the prototyping
capability at Designbytouch, and has notably elevated the
quality and reliability of prototypes coming out of the ﬁrm
on both inventing projects and live client briefs.

DOMINIC YARD,
Founder, Yard
Dominic Yard spent the
ﬁrst ﬁve years of his toy
design career at highly
regarded toy inventing
studios, Play On Design
and Evolve. The ﬁrms
merged in 2010 to form Fuse London, where he spent two
years inventing items for the likes of Hot Wheels, Polly Pocket
and Tech Deck. Yard launched his own East London-based
toy design studio in 2013 and scooped Hasbro’s Emerging
Innovator Award at New York Toy Fair in 2016. He recently
relocated to LA and 2017 proved to be a stand-out year, with
four of his products hitting shelves for the likes of Spin Master
and Fisher-Price, alongside a TAGIE nomination for his Thomas
Adventures Sea Monster Pirate Set and Shark Escape Play Set.

TYLER CHAREST,
Hot Wheels Associate Designer, Die-Cast
Character Cars, Mattel
Hot Wheels debuted Character Cars in
2011, by merging elements of real-life
vehicles with those of the ﬁctional characters
to bring the die-cast cars to life in creative and fun ways. Tyler
Charest has helped continue to drive momentum around
Character Cars by creating some of the most popular products
in the range like The Riddler, Joker GT, Doctor Strange,
Ant-Man, and many others. “As an entry level designer, he has
been a real force on the die-cast team, bringing a fresh
perspective and taking the lead on many key projects in the
die-cast entertainment world,” stated one nominator.
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FREDERICA ORLATI,
Visual Designer, Primo
Toys
Federica Orlati is
Primo Toys’ Visual
Designer. Her skill is in
taking brand guidelines and
elevating them into a coherent brand, making
them come alive across multiple platforms.
Orlati is responsible for consolidating a
coherent Primo brand across an extensive
variety of channels, including web, video,
packaging, photography, animation and
illustration. A master of multiple skill sets,
Federica is also an accomplished
photographer, illustrator and animator in her
own right. To date, she has created around
3,380 personalised books for each of
Primo’s Kickstarter backers, turning
customers’ children into the stars
of their own adventure.

JAVI MEABE,
Senior Designer –
Barbie, Mattel
Javi Meabe is a senior designer on the
Barbie design team at Mattel. Since joining
the ﬁrm back in 2012, Meabe has worked
on brands including Monster High and
Polly Pocket, and most recently was the
lead designer on the new Barbie Skipper
Baby Sitters Club that is due to launch this
year. He also designed one of the Project
Dawn dolls that was featured in Time
magazine’s coverage of the launch of
Barbie’s new body shapes. Meabe
attended Otis College of Art and Design
where he studied toy design, and outside
of work, is an avid Barbie collector.

CIARAN LARKIN,
Inventor
A graduate in Electronic
Engineering from Queen’s
University, Belfast, Ciaran
Larkin set up his own
design company in 2010,
designing and building
everything from one-off
props and costumes, to
large scale event design. In
2015, he attended a pitching
event and impressed the
Hasbro team to such a
degree that he became the
ﬁrm’s ﬁrst ever ‘inventor-inresidence’. He currently has
several products in the
works with the company,
and one collaborator stated:
“He has passion,
determination and a work
ethic that are unparalleled,
but what is most impressive
is his ability to quickly
prototype and shape bold
concepts into working tech
that brings magical effects
into his products.”
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MIKE COOMBS,
Senior Designer, Designbytouch
Coming out of university as a 2D
concept artist, Mike Coombs has
quickly adapted to the world of toy design,
bringing not only a fresh aesthetic to the
projects that he works on, but also
showcasing a real knack for creating great
play experiences for girls and boys alike.
Coombs has risen quickly to the level of
Senior Designer at independent design
agency Designbytouch, by not only delivering
consistently at the highest level, but also
working well with clients and colleagues alike.

ANDREW HARMAN,
Co-founder, Yay
Games
Andrew Harman is the
designer, entrepreneur
and chief creative behind the indie board
game company Yay Games. Harman has a
no-nonsense approach to games design,
focusing on a tight mix of accessibility and fun,
and in three short years, he and his wife Jenny
have grown Yay Games into a company to
watch, with a trio of multi-award winning card
and board games to its name. Harman’s
recent title, Ominoes, was named Best
Abstract Game at the 2017 UK Games Expo,
and Best Game at Conpulsion 2017.
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LEWIS SHAW,
Founder and Director,
Braincrack Games
Since starting Braincrack Games in 2016,
Lewis Shaw has enjoyed a sold out ﬁrst
print run of his minimalist corporate card
battler Downsize, launched two new games, and made a
transformation from bedsit-sized zero-budget start-up to
a certiﬁable industry player boasting over 20 team
members across eight different countries. Shaw works
with designers to ensure practices that beneﬁt all the
people he works with, and listens closely to customers to
create audience-led IPs that are as much a production of
Braincrack’s creative fanbase as they are the ﬁrm’s
designers and artists. He is also an active part of the
designer/publisher circuit at the UK Games Expo,
attending and helping organise both the ‘Wyvern’s Lair’
and ‘Speed Dating’ pitch events.

JOHN REES, COO, Reach Robotics; SILAS ADELKUNLE,
CEO, Reach Robotics; CHRIS BECK, CTO, Reach Robotics
Silas Adelkunle, Chris Beck and John Rees co-founded Reach
Robotics with the aim of developing a next gen robotics
platform boasting state of the art robotic engineering mashedup with mobile gaming and AR. Just a few years later, the trio’s
ﬂagship product, MekaMon, has recently been made available
in Apple stories across the UK and US and the future of the
ﬁrm looks bright, thanks to a recent investment of over $5m.

KENNA O’BRIEN,
Project Design Lead – Barbie, Mattel
Having ﬁrst worked on the Barbie brand from 2000
to 2005, Kenna O’Brien returned to Mattel in 2015 as
Project Design Lead for the Barbie brand. O’Brien has brought
out of the box thinking to expanding the DIY category for
Barbie and acted as the lead designer and coordinator
for the new partnership between Barbie and Crayola.

BEHROOZ ‘BEZ’ SHAHRIARI
Founder, StuffByBez
Bez is a gifted designer and prominent
member of the playtesting community in
the UK. Her design, Yogi, was released by
Gigamic in 2017 with a big launch at Essen
Spiel and is already printed in 12 languages. With her own
company, StuffByBez, she has also created Wibbell++, a
deck of cards with which there are a number of different
games to play. She is currently working on a fast-talking
game with an absurdly long name, and is seeking investment
for a game to tackle depression and improve mental health.
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ADAM BORTON,
Director, Creating Unique Toys
Adam Borton is director at toy invention studio,
Creating Unique Toys. Named Hasbro’s Emerging Inventor of
the Year in 2017, Borton has enjoyed a stellar last 12 months,
signing inventions with Zuru and Mattel, working on Character
Option’s Fireman Sam Electronic Firestation and freelancing
for the likes of Hasbro, Golden Bear, Jazwares and Gioci
Preziosi. Prior to launching Creating Unique Toys, Borton
worked as a senior product designer at Mookie Toys.
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JEREMY POSNER,
President and CEO,
Shenanigans Toys and
Games
April 2017 saw Jeremy
Posner leave Chicagobased design agency
Big Monster Toys after
ﬁve years to start his
own invention business, Shenanigans Toys and Games.
Posner uses cutting edge technologies in the development
of his prototypes and was named Game Innovator of the
Year at 2016 TAGIE awards for his work on Jenga Quake
(Hasbro), Smackies (Goliath), Stratos Spheres (ThinkFun),
Twangled (Mindware), Gravity’s Edge (Mindware), and Brynk
(Winning Moves).

VANESSA WILSON,
Senior Designer, Spin Master
Vanessa Wilson works for Spin Master in the
robotics collectables team as Senior Designer.
Wilson came to Spin Master after eight years as a Senior
Designer within ORB Toys, and now leads design for year two
of Hatchimals Colleggtibles. “She is taking the new brand in
some exciting and fresh directions,” said one nominator.

JAMES VAUGHN,
Creative, Big Potato Games
James Vaughan is a writer and game
creator at Big Potato. Vaughan
worked closely with designer Zoe Lee
on the content and copy for doodling
party game Scrawl, as well as helping to cultivate awkward
moments across the globe via his scribblings for Big Potato’s
Bucket of Doom, Can of Squirms and First Dates: The Game,
of which the latter two he also invented.

AKIHIRO ITOH,
Creator of Insider
Akihiro Itoh is the designer behind Oink
Games’ hit deduction game, Insider. The game
revamps the classic 20 Questions, as players ask yes or no
questions to a ‘master’ in an attempt to guess the master’s
chosen word. But one player is also acting as the ‘insider’ and
is secretly steering the group’s discussion with their choice of
questions. If the master’s word is guessed, players must then
identify the insider to win. Not one to crave the spotlight, Itoh
insisted on displaying ‘Team Insider’ on the game’s box rather
than his own name. “He introduced an exciting new mechanic
to 20 Questions and he’s still very young - I’d say there’s a
great chance that he will become a famous game designer,”
stated one admirer of Itoh’s work.

DIMITRI HADJICHRISTOU,
Product Designer, Primo Toys
Dimitri Hadjichristou is a product designer
at Primo Toys and works on product
research and development,
conceptualising future toys and generating
user feedback through community testing. Hadjichristou works
on laying the groundwork for future Primo innovations, helping
children to learn 21st century skills via products that teach
them through hands-on play. He is also responsible for all the
Primo Toys furniture; taking Primo principles and values and
translating them into physical trade shows and office furniture.
He has worked with Open Desk to create designs such as a
child-sized play table routed with Primo illustrations, and an
innovative trade show shelving unit that converts from storage
box to display unit.
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ANNE CHARBONNEAU,
Product Designer, Spin Master
Anne Charbonneau works for Spin Master in
the Robotics Team as Senior Designer and has
worked on some of the most in-demand products
to have graced toy shelves over the last few years. From
the beginning of the brand’s conception, Charbonneau has
been the lead designer for Hatchimals, Hatchimals
Colleggtibles and last year’s smash hit Hatchimals Surprise.
Her other big success over the last 12 months has been her
work as lead designer on Spin Master’s Luvabella doll, a Toy of
the Year contender and staple of many a 2017 Christmas list.
JONO and NICK GREEN,
Creators of The Sock Game
Chances are, if you strolled
through the Greenhouse
area at last year’s UK Toy
Fair, you would’ve plunged
your hand into a bright
woolly sock, desperate to
grab a paperclip. While it may sound like the result of trade fair
delirium, instead you will have been playing The Sock Game,
the ﬁrst ever creation from the sibling design team of Jono
and Nick Green. Following a successful Kickstarter campaign
last year, the Green brothers made 1000 sets of The Sock
Game to sell at Christmas markets. Seven out of every ten
people that played the game bought a copy and they sold out
three days early. The Sock Game then made its Toy Fair debut,
where Jono and Nick received a raft of offers from some of
the biggest ﬁrms around to snap up the game. With a deal
now in place, the Sock Game will be getting a wider release
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BRIAN GOMEZ (Egils Grasmanis, Jānis Grunte, Edgars Zaķis
and Reinis Butāns), Design Team, Brain Games
While you may be quick to praise the talents of Brian Gomez,
designer of the critically acclaimed, award-winning game Ice
Cool, it’s important to note that he doesn’t actually exist.
Yes, Brian Gomez is actually the pseudonym for the entire
development team at Latvian game publisher, Brain Games. Ice
Cool sees players taking control of penguins attempting to
either navigate their way through a slippery school to grab
ﬁsh or a hall monitor attempting to catch all of the penguins.
It was named Family Game of the Year at the 2017 UK Games
Expo, and also scooped the Kinderspiel des Jahres.

SHERIF MAKTABI, Product
Manager, Kano; BRUNO
SCHILLINGER. Lead Product
Designer, Kano
Sherif Maktabi and Bruno
Schillinger have led the industrial design of the new range of
kits for London-based creative computing ﬁrm, Kano. Aiming
to empower people of all ages to make, learn and play with
computing, the ﬁrm’s ﬁrst ‘computer anyone can make’ has
shipped to 86 countries around the world, and more than 19
million lines of code have been shared in its online
community, Kano World. “The duo have brought a range of
usable and beautiful products to life,” stated one nominator.
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